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Distracted driving continues to remain a cause of concern for a number of bodies, 
including government agencies, traffic safety advocacy groups and law enforcement 
agencies, because of its traffic safety risks.  The driving simulator continues to be popular 
with researchers in collecting data on performance variables that provide scientific 
knowledge of the effects of distracted driving.  Several of these performance variables 
can be used to quantify a single distracting effect, resulting in a multivariate dataset.  A 
literature review of related studies revealed that researchers overwhelmingly use 
univariate (single and multiple) tests to analyze the resulting dataset.  Performing multiple 
univariate tests on a multivariate dataset results in inflated Type-I error rates, and could 
result in inaccurately concluding that there is a distracting effect when there may not be.  
Researchers also provided very little or no justification for the selection of variables that 
were used for the univariate analysis.  Being able to correctly identify a set of variables to 
be used to research a single distracting effect is critical in that different variables may lead 
to different conclusions of significant findings or not. 
The primary objective of this dissertation was to develop a sound statistical basis 
for correctly identifying a set of variables and also to demonstrate the benefits of adopting 
a multivariate gate-keeper test in distracted driving studies.  This was demonstrated with 
an experiment where 67 drivers participated in a repeated measures driving simulator 
experiment.  14 commonly used performance variables were used as the multivariate 
response variables.  The corresponding data were analyzed using univariate tests, and 
multivariate gate-keeper tests.  The results indicate that ignoring the multivariate structure 
and performing multiple univariate tests, as has been found to be prevalent in past 
xii 
studies, will lead to inflated Type-I error rates and potentially misleading conclusions.  The 
procedure developed in this study also led to the development of sound statistical basis 
for the selection of variables that can be best used to account for the distracting effect of 
the texting and phone call activities that were investigated.   
The findings of this study have significant educational value to the body of 
knowledge on distracted driving studies and any other studies that analyze multiple 




CHAPTER 1  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Distracted driving can be defined as any activity that takes the driver’s attention 
away from the primary task of driving, thereby increasing the risk of driver error, near 
misses and crash involvement.  In 2011 alone, distracted driving related crashes killed 
over 3,000 in the USA, and several agencies, including the U.S. Department of 
Transportation have launched several campaigns to raise public awareness of its safety 
and crash risks.  The use of driving simulators in the search for scientific knowledge of 
the effects of distracted driving continue to remain popular because they are cheaper, 
safer, and researchers have more experimental control than field studies.  However, 
because of the vast amount of data generated from a driving simulator study, the choice 
of which performance variables to use as safety surrogates can be challenging and will 
no doubt influence the study results.   
To date, no research has been identified that has provided sound statistical basis 
for the selection of performance variables that have been used as surrogate measures of 
driver performance in distracted driving studies.  The lack of transparency in the selection 
of performance variables means researchers could pick and choose only variables that 
are of interest to them, leading to study findings that could not be entirely accurate.  
Recent driving simulator studies on distracted driving have only justified their choice of 
performance variables by citing past studies.  However, it still remains that selection of 
performance variables should only be done in a scientific manner that is transparent and 
beyond the direct influence of the researcher.  Justification through statistical analysis is 
one way of achieving this goal.   
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Another concern is the statistical methods that have been used to analyze the 
collected data over the years.  A review of recent studies revealed that researchers have 
arrived at conclusions by performing separate analyses of the various performance 
variables, with Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), a univariate test, being the statistical 
method typically used.  Performing separate univariate analyses in this way is 
problematic, however, in that it degrades the validity and reliability of the process used to 
draw inferences from the experimental data.  By nature, driving simulator data is 
multivariate in that data is collected on several performance variables for each participant.  
Not taking into account the multivariate nature of the data and analyzing one performance 
variable at a time, as in ANOVA, reduces the power of the statistical test, and inflates the 
experiment-wise Type-I error rate.  This means researchers are likely to inaccurately 
conclude that an activity may negatively impact on driver performance.  Clearly, this has 
significant implications on society as policy-makers and law enforcers rely on such 
findings to enact distracted driving policies.  It is critical that the right statistical method 
that takes account of the multivariate nature of the data is utilized to avoid making 
potentially inaccurate and misleading conclusions. 
The acquisition of a high-fidelity driving simulator at the Louisiana State University 
(LSU) provided the opportunity to conduct a first-hand driving simulator study on 
distracted driving, collect experimental data and research into using the most appropriate 
statistical methods that have been lacking in the field of distracted driving studies. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The research objectives of this dissertation can be broadly grouped into two: (i) to 
be able to statistically determine the set of variables that are most capable in detecting 
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the differences in driving behavior or performance when drivers are distracted; and (ii) to 
analyze the data using a statistically sound method that takes into account the 
multivariate nature of the collected data and produces more accurate results than the 
current method of data analysis.   
The benefits of meeting the objectives will be threefold: (i) provide a “best-practice” 
template for future researchers that will be using the LSU driving simulator to carry out 
experiments; (ii) contribute to the body of knowledge on distracted driving studies by 
providing a sound scientific basis for the selection of performance variables; and (iii) 
advocate the use of a better statistical method with greater statistical power in detecting 
effects by highlighting the benefits of using a multivariate statistical procedure to arrive at 
accurate conclusions.  This will be a great contribution to a field of study where the 
traditional method of using univariate analysis to draw conclusions is prevalent. 
1.3 Outline of Dissertation 
This dissertation contains six chapters.  Chapter 1 presented the motivation behind 
the study and the research objectives for the dissertation.  The rest of the document is 
organized as follows.  Chapter 2 presents a brief literature review of the problems of 
distracted driving, discusses the benefits of using driving simulators for related 
experiments, presents a thorough overview of what is lacking in previous related work, 
and introduces multivariate statistics.  Chapter 3 discusses the design of the distracted 
driving experiment, the manipulation of elements of the driving simulator that was used 
to undertake the experiment, and the entire experimental procedure undertaken for this 
research.  Chapter 4 presents a description of the collected data and all the corresponding 
statistical analyses undertaken to meet the study objectives.  Chapter 5 discusses the 
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results of the analysis and Chapter 6 presents a conclusion of the study effort and 
describes further work that can be undertaken from this study. 
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CHAPTER 2  LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 The Problem of Distracted Driving 
Significant changes in data coding in the Fatality Analysis Reporting System 
(FARS) proposed by the U.S. Department of Transportation’s National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) in 2010 means fatal crash data can now be more focused 
on the set of distractions most likely to have affected the crash.  Prior to 2010, FARS was 
more general and the only way to tell a driver was distracted was to combine specific 
behaviors of the driver.  For this reason, NHTSA’s distracted driving statistics from police 
reported crashes that have been well publicized and used in public awareness campaigns 
may not be credible after all.  All statistics from FARS pertaining to this research will 
therefore be limited to the year 2010 and beyond. 
According to a NHTSA report in April 2013 (NHTSA, 2013), in 2011, 3,020 crashes 
(10%) involved driver distraction, killing 3,331 people (10%) and injuring an estimated 
387,000 people (17% of all the injured people).  Out of these fatal crashes, 385 people 
(12%) had cell phones as the cause of distraction. According to the report, 32% of drivers 
who routinely engage in talking on their cell phone while driving were under the age of 
30, an over-representation when compared to drivers overall.  Research (NHTSA, 2012a) 
also shows that drivers under the age of 24 are 44% to 49% more likely to text (process 
of using a cell phone to send text messages) than older drivers.  With CTIA-The Wireless 
Association (CTIA, 2014) reporting that 2.6 trillion voice minutes were made and 1.9 
trillion text messages were sent in the US in the year 2013, and 40% of all American teens 
saying they have been in a car when the driver used a cell phone in a way that put people 
in danger (Madden & Lenhart, 2009), it is no wonder that cell phones have attracted the 
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most attention of the various distracters.  In fact, the 100-Car Study (Dingus et al., 2006) 
found out that the use of handheld wireless devices (primarily cell phones and a small 
amount of PDA) did not only have the highest frequency of secondary task inattention-
related activities, but were also associated with the highest frequencies of crashes, minor 
collisions, near crashes, and number of incidents.  However, there are many other in-
vehicle and external sources of driver distraction that can be equally dangerous including 
manual distractions (e.g. eating, adjusting entertainment systems, grooming), cognitive 
distractions (e.g. reading, navigation systems), and auditory or visual distractions (e.g. 
crying baby, passenger conversation, rubber-necking).  Texting and phone calls (dialing 
and having a conversation) fall under all the classifications described above but they may 
have attracted significant media attention because of their commonplace in today’s 
society and the numerous studies that have found both actions to adversely affect driving 
performance ((Strayer et al., 2004),(Rakauskas et al., 2004), (Rosenbloom, 2006), 
(Drews et al., 2009), (Ranney et al., 2011), (Owens et al., 2011), (Hallett et al., 2012), 
(Anderson et al., 2012), (Rudin-Brown et al., 2013), (Young et al., 2014)).  
Public perception is that current laws on distracted driving have not been effective 
deterrents, and sometimes are even confusing as there is not a single consistent law for 
all U.S. states. Only 12 states out of the 50 US states prohibit all drivers from using 
handheld cell phones while driving but 44 states prohibit text messaging for all drivers. 
No state, however, bans all types of cell phone use (messaging, handheld and hands-
free) for all its drivers (Distraction.gov, 2014).  On the contrary, many others feel that with 
the rapid advancement of portable and in-vehicle devices, drivers can multi-task and not 
pose safety risks on the road.  Automobile manufacturers constantly out-do each other 
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with the level of sophistication of new in-vehicle gadgets and market these as safer 
alternatives to the more common distracters such as cell phone usage.  People now feel 
an intrinsic need to use the perceived idle time during driving more productively, and are 
therefore embracing these new in-vehicle gadgets as well as normal cell phone use to 
maintain connectivity to others at all times. Now, smart phones are being synced with 
vehicle dashboard technology to allow access to a host of social apps such as Twitter, 
Facebook, and other media exchanging outlets that consequently, the problem of 
distracted driving now goes beyond driving issues to lifestyle issues. 
It is now obvious that legislation alone will not effectively combat the problem of 
distracted driving.  The U.S. Department of Transportation’s (DOT) ‘Blueprint for Ending 
Distracted Driving’ (NHTSA, 2012b) outlines a comprehensive strategy to address this 
issue, including legislation, co-operative government-auto industry efforts, education 
programs to reach out to novice drivers, and a national public awareness campaign to 
change public attitudes toward distracted driving. 
2.2 Use of Driving Simulator for Distracted Driving Studies 
Experiments involving distracted driving have been investigated under three 
settings: in a driving simulator, in an instrumented vehicle, or in circumstances involving 
neither where isolated elements of the driving task are replicated; e.g., reaction times. 
Because findings of the experiments are meant to be applied to drivers in the real world, 
it is imperative that the settings be as close to the actual driving environment as possible. 
For this reason, the third setting can be deemed as least favorable but the use of driving 
simulators or instrumented vehicles for related experiments remain an interesting topic 
among researchers. 
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Experiments in instrumented vehicles are experiments in real cars that have been 
fitted with sensors and other data collection gadgets, which tend to be rather invasive and 
are usually add-ons to the normal in-vehicle gadgets a vehicle will normally be equipped 
with.  Driving in instrumented vehicles can take place in controlled settings such us on a 
specific test track or closed circuit, or in real traffic environment such as undertaken during 
the 100-Car Study (Dingus et al., 2006).  Even though such experiments will produce 
more realistic scenarios, and thereby more valuable data to study driver behavior and 
performance, the collection of data could be problematic. Test vehicles will have to be 
fitted with the data acquisition system, a very expensive procedure, which means very 
few instrumented vehicles have been developed to be used in research.  An example is 
the UTDrive (Angkititrakul et al., 2007), a 2006 Toyota RAV4  equipped with brake and 
gas pedal pressure sensors, distance sensors, GPS, hands-free car kit, heart-rate and 
blood pressure measuring devices, cameras, microphone, and link to the Controller Area 
Network (CAN) signal to allow collection of steering wheel angle, vehicle speed, engine 
speed and vehicle acceleration.  Other examples are the Argos (Pérez et al., 2010) and 
UYANIK (Abut et al., 2009). 
On the other hand, experiments in driving simulators are easier to control and data 
collection is relatively easier and non-invasive since vehicles are designed with the data 
acquisition component in mind from the onset.  They provide an inexpensive alternative 
to conventional experiment and sometimes impossible (unethical or safety implications) 
field tests that cannot be achieved in real life situations (Kaptein et al., 1996). 
Nevertheless, the controlled settings and environments provide a lesser degree of realism 
than an instrumented vehicle would. The fidelity of the simulator defines its ability to 
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replicate real life scenarios, and therefore, the higher the fidelity, the closer the simulator 
is to the real world.  However, for research, the choice of the right type of simulator 
depends on what needs to be accomplished and whether its fidelity can best meet the 
research objectives.  A simulator can have a high fidelity for one feature (e.g. visuals) and 
low fidelity for another feature (e.g. motion and vibration). For distracted driving 
experiments, a medium or higher fidelity simulator is required for the performance 
variables being collected. This is because experiments must be close to real life situations 
for any meaningful observations and inferences to be made. 
Perhaps the most extensive studies to date on the issue of which driver setting is 
the most appropriate to use is the 100-paper review undertaken by Bach (Bach et al., 
2009).  In their study of driver inattention due to in-vehicle systems, they found that 37% 
involved instrumented vehicles, 52% involved driving simulators, and the remainder 16% 
involved neither. They classified attention measures into five categories: primary task 
performance, secondary task performance, eye glance behavior, physiological 
measurements, and subjective assessments. 
Table 1, which is adapted from their study, provides more information on each 
category and indicates which driver setting was used for the investigation.  The numbers 
refer to the percentage of experiments with that particular driver setting carried out for the 
specified classification measures; e.g., 73% of experiments measuring lateral control 
were undertaken using a driving simulator.  Primary task relates to aspect of vehicle 
control; secondary task relates to tasks involving manipulation of an in-vehicle system 
while driving; eye glance behavior pertains to visual attention; physiological 
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measurements refer to stress levels and attention capacity resulting from tasks; and 
subjective assessments relates to participants’ perception of the tasks attributes. 
Table 1  Driver settings for distracted driving experiments 























Lateral Control  
(14%) 73 24 2 
Longitudinal Control  
(12%) 54 43 3 
Car Following 
Performance  
(5%) 75 25 0 
Driver Reaction  


















) Task Effectiveness  
(15%) 48 36 16 
Task Efficiency  






















Eye Glance Frequency  
(9%) 50 43 7 
Eye Glance Duration  
(9%) 48 33 19 
Eye Scanning Patterns  




(3%) 40 60 0 
 
Subjective Assessments  
(10%) 50 43 7 
 
The summary indicates that the ‘neither’ scenario was mainly used for tests 
involving reaction times, where it is easier to imitate driver reaction times without the use 
of vehicles.  For instance, test subjects could be asked to press a buzzer in response to 
a cue as a measure of their attentiveness.  For all other categories, the ‘neither’ scenario 
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did not seem suitable. However, all the tests could be done with either the driving 
simulator or the instrumented vehicle, and with the exception of two classification 
measures, more tests were carried out with the driving simulator.  The argument therefore 
remains whether the added element of realism in instrumented vehicle over driving 
simulator experiments justifies the problems associated with this type of driver setting. 
Whether the future will see a major shift to instrumented vehicles or driving simulators 
remain to be seen.  Nevertheless, the possibility of both driver settings becoming obsolete 
is not to be dismissed as the acceptance of ‘driverless cars,’ which eliminates the human 
factor in driving, gains momentum in today’s society. 
2.3 Overview of Recent Studies on Distracted Driving 
Literature from the past studies highlighted in Section 2.1, and plenty others allude 
to the fact that cell phone usage while driving is distracting and negatively affects driver 
performance.  Therefore this research is not geared towards proving the distracting effect 
of these secondary tasks (cell phone conversation and texting) across a variety of drivers.  
The emphasis is rather on investigating the performance variables used as surrogate 
measures for driver performance, whether researchers provided scientific basis for the 
selection of these performance variables, and the method of analysis of the performance 
variables that led to the various research conclusions of significance of distracting effect.   
To be able to cover extensive literature in the field of distracted driving studies, this 
study built on the study efforts by J. K. Caird (Caird et al., 2014) by adding to their widely 
researched list of identified studies.  In their study, they initially identified 1,476 studies 
from databases (including Embase, PubMed, MEDLINE, and Web of Science), targeted 
journals (including Accident Analysis and Prevention, Human Factors, and Traffic Injury 
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Prevention), conference proceedings (including Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, 
Transportation Research Board, and Driving Assessment), government websites (such 
as NHTSA), and other literature (e.g. technical reports and proceedings paper).  However, 
since their meta-analysis was focused on the effects of text-messaging, only 82 complete 
publications were found suitable, and after applying further criteria, included only 28 
studies .  Figure 1 is an adapted representation of the selection process they used to 
select their final 28 studies.  All 28 studies were included in the literature review for this 
dissertation. 
In addition, further literature searches were undertaken through Google Scholar to 
identify additional studies.  Google Scholar provides access to most peer-reviewed online 
journals of Europe and America with a recent study (Khabsa & Giles, 2014) estimating 
that 90% of all online scholarly documents written in English can be found via Google 
Scholar.  Figure 2 is a representation of the selection process that was used to select the 
additional 26 studies accessed from Google Scholar. 
Altogether, 54 studies were selected and reviewed for this study and the process 
of selection means they are comprehensive and representative of research practices in 
the field of distracted driving.  Table 2 shows a summary of all 54 selected studies.  It is 
obvious that driving simulators have been the dominant driver setting for experimentation 
on distracted driving (93%) for the period under consideration, May 2004 to March 2014.  
Since the focus of this study is to provide scientific justification for the types of 
performance variables used and also to analyze if the multivariate nature of the data was 





Figure 1  Selection process of relevant studies used by Caird et al., 2014. 
 
 
Figure 2  Selection process of relevant studies via Google Scholar. 
Step 1: Identified 1,476 relevant abstracts from 
database search
•criteria 1: study must focus on text messaging and 
driving
Step 2: 82 relevant abstracts remaining
•criteria 2: study must use driving simulator or 
instrumented vehicle, and measure driving 
performance  
Step 3: 41 relevant abstracts remaining
•criteria 3: study must include baseline or control 
condition
Step 4: 28 final studies selected
Step 1: Browsed over 500 potential abstracts 
from Google Scholar search
•criteria 1: study must contain distracted driving or 
distraction in key words or abstract
Step 2: 90 relevant abstracts remaining
•criteria 2: study must use driving simulator or 
instrumented vehicle, and measure driving 
performance  
Step 3: 32 relevant abstracts remaining
•criteria 3: study must not include any of Caird's (Caird 
et al., 2014) studies
Step 4: 26 final studies selected
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2.3.1 Performance Variables Used in Recent Studies   
It was observed that while researchers used various performance variables as 
surrogate measures for driver performance, the choice were tied to the research 
questions under investigation, the preferences of the researchers, and the capability of 
the driving simulator or instrumented vehicle to collect the required data.  Whilst this may 
seem a prudent approach, because of the vast amount of data collected by the driving 
simulator, more than a single performance variable can be used to quantify a specific 
surrogate measure.  The question then becomes:  
 Which specific performance variables must be used for each study? or; 
 What justifies the selection of one performance variable over the other when both 
can well represent a surrogate measure of driver performance? 
Out of the 54 documents reviewed, 9 (17%) of them cited other studies as justification 
for their choice of performance variables; the remaining 45 (83%) did not provide any 
reasons other than that they were the best to answer their specific research objectives.  
Interestingly, all the studies cited were involved in the literature review but none of them 
were able to provide a statistical or scientific bases for the performance variables 
selection.  It therefore appears that researchers could pick and choose which 
performance variables they believed they could get the desired effect from.  While this 
reason may not be the case, the apparent lack of transparency in the choice of 
performance variables is a matter of concern especially when different variables can be 
used as surrogate measures for a specific driver behavior or performance measure.  
Table 3 presents a summary of the various performance variables that have been used 
in the selected studies to represent specific driver behavior or performance measure.  It 
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can be seen that any of the performance variables, or a combination thereof, have been 
used by researchers to quantify and look for evidence of distracted driving.  It is therefore 
entirely plausible that different conclusions could have been reached depending on which 
performance variable was used as the surrogate measure for a specific driver behavior 
or performance measure. 
2.3.2 Statistical Methods Used in Recent Studies 
Table 4 shows the statistical procedures that were used by all 54 studies, that led 
to a conclusion of whether the driver behavior or performance measure investigated 
showed evidence of distracted driving or not.  It also provides information on the number 
of driving behavior or performance measures investigated, the number of performance 
variables used as surrogate measures, and the corresponding number of studies that 
utilized such an approach.  For single performance variables being used as surrogate 
measures for single driving behavior or performance measure, the Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) statistical method seems to be the appropriate procedure.  However, the issue 
of why that specific performance variable was chosen remains unclear and unscientific.  
It can be observed that 5 studies, representing 9% of the total studies reviewed fall under 
this classification.   
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(Alosco et al., 2012) Simulator 186 Texting + eating v. control 
(Basacik et al., 2012) Simulator 28 Texting v. control 
(Bendak, 2013) Simulator 21 Texting v. control 
(Benedetto et al., 2012) Simulator 30 Phone call v. control 
(Birrell & Young, 2011) Simulator 25 Peripheral detection task v. control 
(Briggs et al., 2011) Simulator 26 Emotional phone call v. control 
(Burge & Chaparro, 2012) Simulator 20 Texting v. control 
(Chan & Singhal, 2013) Simulator 30 Emotional information + target words v. control 
(Chattington et al., 2010) Simulator 34 Video + static advert v. control 
(Choi et al., 2013) Simulator 28 Texting + navigation v. control 
(Cooper & Strayer, 2008) Simulator  60 Phone call v. control 
(Crandall & Chaparro, 2012) Simulator 23 Texting v. control 
(Crisler et al., 2008) Simulator 14 Texting + phone call + word games  v. control 
(Devlin et al., 2012)  Simulator 28 Cognitive task v. control 
(Drews et al., 2009)  Simulator 40 Texting v. control 
(Fofanova & Vollrath, 2011) Simulator 10 Peripheral detection task v. control 
(Garrison, 2011)  Simulator 18 Phone call + recognition and recollection task v. control 
(He et al., 2011) Simulator 18 Mind wandering v. control 
(He et al., 2013) Simulator 35 Texting v. control 
(Holland & Rathod, 2013) Simulator 27 Phone ringing v. control 
(Horberry et al., 2006) Simulator 31 
Visual clutter + operating vehicle entertainment + phone 
call v. control 
(Horrey et al., 2009) Simulator 41 Guessing game + arithmetic task v. control 
(Hosking et al., 2009) Simulator 20 Texting v. control 
(Hughes et al., 2013) Simulator 21 Peripheral detection task +  music +  singing v. control 
(Kaber et al., 2012)  Simulator 20 Nav aid enroute + reading map v. control 
(A. Kircher et al., 2004)  Simulator 66 Phone call v. control 
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(K. Kircher & Ahlstrom, 2012) Simulator 28 Peripheral detection task v. control 
(Knapper et al., 2012) Simulator 19 Phone call + texting + navigation system v. control 
(Liang & Lee, 2010) Simulator 16 Reading maps + cognitive memory v. combined 
(Libby & Chaparro, 2009) Simulator 34 Phone call + texting + control 
(Libby et al., 2013) Simulator 20 Texting + talking v. control 
(Long et al., 2012) Neither 12 Phone call + texting v. control 
(McKeever et al., 2013) Simulator 28 Radio-tuning + texting v. control 
(Nygårdhs et al., 2014) Simulator 14 Peripheral detection task v. control 
(Owens et al., 2011)  Test Track 20 Texting v. control 
(Prabhakharan et al., 2012)  Simulator 60 Arithmetic task v. control 
(Rakauskas et al., 2004)  Simulator 24 Phone call v. control 
(Ranney et al., 2011) Simulator 100 Radio-tuning + navigation + dialing + texting v. control 
(Reed & Robbins, 2008) Simulator 17 Texting v. control 
(Reimer et al., 2010) Simulator 60 Phone call v.control 
(Rouzikhah et al., 2013) Simulator 22 Texting + CD changing + 5-digit entry v. control 
(Rudin-Brown et al., 2013) Simulator 24 Phone call + audio task v. control 
(Sawyer & Hancock, 2013) Simulator 47 Texting v. control 
(Schattler et al., 2006) Simulator 37 Phone call v. control 
(Schwebel et al., 2012) Simulator 138 Music + phone call v. control 
(Son et al., 2010)  Simulator 135 N-back auditory delayed recall task v. control 
(Stavrinos et al., 2009) Simulator 75 Phone call + texting v. control 
(Thapa et al., 2014) Simulator 20 Phone call + texting v. control 
(Ünal et al., 2012) Simulator 69 Loud music v. control 
(Yager et al., 2012) Test Track 42 Reading + texting v. control 
(Yager, 2013) Test Track 43 Texting v. control 
(Yan et al., 2014) Simulator 30 Texting v. control 
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(Yannis et al., 2014) Simulator 34 Texting v. control 
(Young et al., 2014) Simulator 34 Texting v. Control 
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Table 3  Driver behavior/performance measure with corresponding performance 





Off-road glance duration and frequency 
Blink frequency 
Standard deviation of horizontal and vertical fixation 
position 
Mean gaze duration and frequency 
Road positioning 
Standard deviation of lane position 
Mean lateral speed 
Steering error or offset 
Center line crossings 
Headway or time to contact lead car 
Road-edge excursions 
Braking effort 
Maximum brake position 




Standard deviation from mean speed 
Standard deviation from posted speed limit 
Speed compliance 
Acceleration 
Distance driven over speed limit 
Percentage coefficient of variation of speed 
Attention 
Number of traffic violations 
Number of collisions 
Number of hazards missed 






Brake response time/rate 
Cognitive reaction time 
Foot movement time 
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Studies where two or more performance variables have been used as surrogate 
measures for multiple driving behavior or performance measures accounted for 91% (49 
studies) of the total studies reviewed.  However, researchers predominantly used ANOVA 
to analyze data for such studies (81% of the time) even though the multivariate resulting 
data (data on multiple performance measures) requires a multivariate analytical 
procedure.  Analyzing multivariate dataset with a univariate method like ANOVA can 
result in loss of power by not taking into account any correlations between the 
performance variables. Similarly, using separate univariate analyses in place of a single 
multivariate analysis can result in an inflated Type I error rate. Both cases may lead to 
erroneous conclusions and affect the accuracy of the research findings.  
More so, in cases where different performance variables were used to investigate 
different driver behavior or performance measures, there is the danger of missing effect 
that only a specific driving behavior or performance could produce in a specific 
performance variable.  In such cases, a “wrong” performance variable could fail to 
correctly capture evidence of impaired driving performance.  Using a multivariate 
procedure that includes all performance variables as well as all driving behavior or 
performance variables will ensure that any “hidden” effect will be captured.
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Table 4  Further breakdown of statistical methods used in reviewed studies 










1 1 ANOVA 5 9% 
1 2 or more 
ANOVA 5 9% 
MANOVA  1 2% 
2 or more 2 or more 
ANOVA 39 72% 
MANOVA  1 2% 
Logistic Regression 1 2% 
Binary Logistic 1 2% 
Chi-Square Test of Significance 1 2% 









2.4  Introduction to Multivariate Statistics 
2.4.1 Overview 
For statistical analysis where a single variable of interest is analyzed, the technique 
used is referred to as univariate analysis.  For univariate analysis, even though one 
variable is of interest, it is common to have one or more explanatory variables such as in 
multiple regression.  Common examples of univariate techniques are t-tests, ANOVA, and 
multiple regression.  However, sometimes in statistical analysis, there may be more than 
one variable of interest, such as in driving simulator data where data is obtained on 
several dependent variables.  Multivariate analysis refers to statistical techniques that 
deals with the observations on two or more variables at the same time as opposed to a 
series of univariate analysis, i.e. analyzing single variables at a time.  The main objective 
of such an analysis is to account for how the variables relate to each other and how they 
work in combination to distinguish any effects.  Even though multivariate statistics have 
not been popular in driving simulator studies, they are commonly used in biology, 
medicine, environmental science, economics, education, linguistics, archaeology, 
anthropology, psychology, and behavioral science (Greenacre & Primicerio, 2014). 
There are several statistical techniques for conducting multivariate analysis but 
ultimately, the choice of which method to use will depend on the type of study and the 
research questions being answered.  However, in all multivariate techniques, the aim is 
to fit models that predict a vector of responses for each observation simultaneously.  
Whereas univariate analysis compares means or standard deviations of variables in 
isolation, multivariate analysis compares centroids or eigenvalues of all the variables 
simultaneously.  This way, a single test statistic is generated in multivariate analysis to 
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test a multivariate null hypothesis that considers all the variables at the same time.  This 
process controls for type-I error which occurs when the null hypothesis is incorrectly 
rejected.  In addition, the multivariate analysis accounts for the interrelationships among 
the variables and this is particularly useful where there may be some level of correlation 
between the variables.  It therefore allows the fitted model to better approximate the true 
relationships in the population than a univariate analysis would.   
As summarized in one study (Stevens, 1996), the statistical advantages of 
multivariate models over univariate models when analyzing multiple dependent variables 
are:  
• Overall type-I error rate is reduced 
• Relationships or correlations among the dependent variables accounted for 
• Joint effects in the responses which would have been missed in univariate 
analysis will be accounted for, and thereby increase the power of the test 
• Multiple scores or results can be examined to screen for overall effect rather 
than combining separate scores or results into a single composite 
2.4.2 The Multivariate Structure 
When testing the effect of multiple explanatory variables on multiple dependent 
variables simultaneously, the multivariate linear model can be expressed as: 
𝑌 = 𝑋𝛽 + 𝐸          (1) 
where 
Y = the n x p matrix of p dependent variables for n observations 
X = the model matrix or the vector of scores for all the explanatory variables 
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𝛽 = the parameter matrix or the vector of effects for each dependent variable 
E = the error matrix i.e. the residuals for each individual on each dependent variable 
For example, in considering an analysis where data has been collected for two 
phases, a, (𝑎 = 1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎 = 2 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙), for all participants 𝑖 (𝑖 =















]      (2) 






] = vector of scores for all participants for the pth variable during the 
Treatment phase. Then 𝑥1𝑝1 denotes the score of the first participant for the pth variable 
during the Treatment phase; 𝑥1𝑝2 denotes the score of the second participant for the pth 






] = vector of scores for all participants for the pth variable during the Control 
phase.  Then 𝑥2𝑝1 denotes the score of the first participant for the pth variable during the 
Control phase; 𝑥2𝑝2 denotes the score of the second participant for the pth variable during 
the Control phase; and so on. 
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Then the population mean vector 𝝁1 defined as population mean vector of scores 
for the Treatment phase; and 𝝁2 defined as population mean vector of scores for the 
Control phase are obtained as follows: 
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     (4) 
The population effect may be found by the difference between the two vectors, i.e. 
  𝝁𝑌 =  𝝁1 − 𝝁2           (5) 
The difference in the vector of scores for the pth variable can also be represented as:  
𝒀𝑝 = 𝑿1𝑝 − 𝑿2𝑝                (6) 
And the multivariate structure can be represented as: 
𝒀𝑝  ~ 𝑀𝑁𝑝(𝝁𝑌,  𝜮𝑌)                (7) 
And stated as 𝒀𝑝 comes from a p-dimensional random vector with a multivariate normal 
distribution with a p-dimensional population mean vector  𝝁𝑌, and a p x p covariance 
matrix 𝜮𝑌 which is defined below. 
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]            (8) 
If (𝑖,  𝑗) are entries of 𝜮𝑌, then 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝜎𝑗𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜𝑣 (𝑌𝑖, 𝑌𝑗) are the variance-covariance among 
the elements of [𝑌1,  𝑌2,  .  .  . ,  𝑌𝑝]. 
2.4.3 Test Statistics for Multivariate Linear Models 
For most of the multivariate techniques in SAS, a statistical analysis software 
package, four test statistics are produced which are used to explain the population effects 
and are all based on mathematical expressions of the partitioned sources of variability in 
the data which has been reproduced for univariate ANOVA in Table 5. 
Table 5  ANOVA table of partitioned variability 
Source of 
Variation 
df SS MS 𝐹(𝑝−1,𝑁−𝑝) 










Total N-1 𝑆𝑆𝑡    
 
For multivariate analysis, H refers to the matrix of hypothesized or model effects 
and is analogous to 𝑆𝑆𝑚 in the above table.  E refers to the error or residual matrix and is 
analogous to 𝑆𝑆𝑒 in the above table.  T is the total variability matrix and is analogous to 
the corrected total sum of squares, or  𝑆𝑆𝑡 = 𝑆𝑆𝑚 + 𝑆𝑆𝑒 in the above table.  Even though 
non-normal data generally reduces the statistical power of multivariate tests, all four 
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statistics are fairly robust to departures from normality.  However, none of the statistics 
are robust to unequal variance-covariance matrices if group sizes are unequal (Harris, 
2001).  The test statistics for the multivariate linear model are described as follows: 
Wilks’ Lambda expressed as  
|𝐸|
|𝑇|⁄  is the most commonly used test statistic in 
multivariate analysis.  It is the ratio of the generalized error variance to the generalized 
total variance and in the univariate case can be expressed as 𝑆𝑆𝑒 𝑆𝑆𝑡⁄ .  Smaller values of 
this statistic indicates a tendency to reject the null hypothesis being tested (Bray & 
Maxwell, 1985). 
Pillai’s Trace expressed as 𝑡𝑟(𝐻𝑇−1) is also known as the Pillai-Bartlett Trace and is the 
sum of the ratios of the model variability to the total variability.  In the univariate case, it 
can be expressed as 𝑆𝑆𝑚 𝑆𝑆𝑡⁄  and is the proportion of variance explained by the model.  
When assumptions for multivariate analysis have been violated, this statistic tends to be 
more robust than the others (Olson, 1976).  Also, if group differences fall along several 
dimensions, this statistic tends to be the strongest among all the test statistics (Bray & 
Maxwell, 1985). 
Hotelling-Lawley Trace expressed as 𝑡𝑟(𝐸−1𝐻) is the sum of ratios of the model 
variability to the error variability such that in the univariate case, it is expressed as 
𝑆𝑆𝑚 𝑆𝑆𝑒⁄ .  This is similar to the F-ratio but the latter scales the variances by their 
respective degrees of freedom (Olson, 1976).  
Roy’s Maximum Root  which is taken as the largest eigenvalue of (𝐸−1𝐻) is an upper 
bound statistic and is useful in deciding to fail to reject the null hypothesis but not so 
useful in deciding to reject the null hypothesis.  In other words, this statistic is useful for 
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finding effects that are not statistically significant.  However, if one group has a high 
positive kurtosis, this statistic shows increased type-I error (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). 
2.4.4 Assumptions of the Multivariate Linear Model 
The multivariate structure follows a theorized distribution which is subject to the following 
assumptions being met: 
• Observations should be randomly sampled from the population 
• Observations should be independent of one another 
• The set of dependent variables should follow a multivariate normal distribution 
that is conditional on the explanatory variables.  This implies that univariate 
normality must be achieved for each dependent variable but is not a sufficient 
condition to imply multivariate normality. 
• Homoscedastic errors should be minimized. 
Because of these conditions not being met always, the choice of each test statistic will 
depend on which assumption is being violated.  As a result, there is no single test statistic 
that is considered the best at all instances (Bray & Maxwell, 1985). 
2.4.5 Examples of Multivariate Analysis Techniques 
 There are a number of multivariate analysis techniques but below is a description 
of commonly used ones: 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) is analogous to univariate ANOVA.  It 
tests for significant differences between groups when more than two dependent variables 
are involved.   
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Multivariate Multiple Regression is analogous to the univariate linear regression.  It 
tests whether a significant linear relationship exists between a set of predictor variables 
and a set of responses. 
Canonical Correlation Analysis is similar to multivariate multiple regression but in 
addition interprets how the set of predictor variables are related to the responses, how 
the responses are related to the predictors, and how many dimensions the variable sets 
share in common. 
Discriminant Function Analysis is used to identify a linear combination of a set of 
variables that produces the greatest distance between categories, and hence can be used 
to interpret group differences.  Additionally, this method can be used to create rules for 
classifying observations into groups. 
Principal Components Analysis is usually used with large samples and is used to find 
linear combinations of correlated variables that account for most of the variance in the 
data.  It is therefore referred to as a dimension reduction technique as it reduces a large 
number of predictor variables to a smaller number of predictors.  This method extracts 
components within the data to explain the total variance in the input variables. 
Factor Analysis is also used with large samples and is used to explain common variance 
shared by input variables.  It is used to identify the number and nature of latent variables 
as well as the relative contribution of each measured input variable to the resulting factors.  
When used as Exploratory Factor Analysis, it identifies the latent variables that is common 
to groups.  When used as Confirmatory Factor Analysis, it evaluates the adequacy of 
hypothesized factors in explaining covariance among the input variables. 
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Structural Equation Modeling refers to a form of model fitting that includes observed 
and/or latent variables that may be dependent, mediating, or independent.  It is used to 
investigate regression-type relationships among the variables and has the flexibility to fit 
highly complex models. Path analysis, confirmatory factor analysis, and multivariate 
multiple regression are all special cases of structural equation models.  
2.4.6 Statistical Software Packages 
Multivariate statistical analyses are tedious processes that require computer 
resources to solve.  Some excel spreadsheets have been equipped with macros that can 
enable some analyses but these may have limited abilities than specialized statistical 
software packages.  The more known statistical software packages are SAS, Stata, and 
SPSS.  
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CHAPTER 3  EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 
3.1 Equipment 
 The LSU driving simulator, manufactured by Realtime Technologies Inc. (RTI) was 
the chosen driver setting for this dissertation.  It consists of a full-sized passenger car 
modeled after a Ford Focus automobile but with no wheels, combined with a series of 
cameras, projectors and screens to provide a high fidelity virtual environment.  Figure 3   
shows pictures of one side of the LSU driving simulator and its series of five computer 
monitors.  The central processing units for these monitors are stored in a rack that is not 
shown here.   
 
(a) Desktop computers   (b) Ford Fusion simulator cab 
Figure 3  The LSU driving Simulator. 
The simulator is able to gather sensing data of various performance variables such 
as engine RPM, heading error, vehicle speed, acceleration etc.  Also, digital cameras 
installed within the vehicle, are linked to the third party application software, SimObserver, 
to collect video that is time-referenced with the sensing data.  The driving scenarios can 
be changed based on weather conditions, roadway surfaces and environments, and other 
options, which can be added by the proprietary application software SimVista and Internet 
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Scene Assembler (ISA).  The dynamics of the simulator itself can be modified by the 
proprietary application software SimCreator; a graphical simulation and modeling system.  
In addition to these programs are the JavaScript files that can be used to call up functions 
during the simulation to either control aspects of SimCreator or the SimVista.  From left 
of Figure 3, the first computer is used for SimCreator functions.  Files saved under the 
SimCreator software have a .cmp extensions and these are referred to as the model files.  
The second computer is the SimVista and ISA computer which is used to create the .in 
files extension referred to as data files.  To be able to run a simulation, a designer needs 
both a model and data file as inputs.  The third computer mirrors the camera view and the 
last two are the SimObserver computers.  These are used for data collection and analysis 
The simulator has an audio software and hardware plus real time one degree of 
freedom motion (in a forward-backward motion in line with the vehicle orientation) so that 
participants can drive with engine sound, tire sound and noise from the vehicle.  The 
driving process almost mirrors the realistic driving task of an actual vehicle.  Participants 
have to put the car in motion, use mirrors for better visual awareness, and react to other 
vehicles in traffic.   
3.2 Pilot Study 
A pilot study, involving participants from the LSU community, was undertaken from 
10/29/12 to 11/2/12 primarily to obtain familiarity with the experimental set-up, test out the 
route and secondary tasks, test the ease of data collection, undertake a preliminary data 
analysis for evidence of distraction, and decide on an appropriate statistical technique 
that will be used for data analysis for the actual study.  
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Thirteen participants, comprising 4 females and 9 males with age range of 21 – 38 
years, participated in the study using the LSU driving simulator.  Details of the 
experimental procedure, apparatus used, data collection, and data analysis is provided 
within the sub-sections under the main study as they were similar.  From the review of 
recent studies on distracted driving, the following 6 tasks were investigated during the 
pilot study: manual radio tuning, operating a navigation device, text messaging, engaging 
in a handheld cell phone conversation, engaging in front-seat passenger conversation, 
and retrieving a phonebook contact.  Following on the analysis of the data resulting from 
the pilot study, the following conclusions were drawn: 
 Subjecting participants to 6 tasks plus a control drive was too demanding and 
took too long to complete.  All the participants complained of fatigue and some 
got disgruntled and expressed their disapproval for the lengthy experiment. It 
was decided to reduce the number of tasks to 3 plus a control drive. 
 Similar distracting effect was observed between operating a navigation device 
and text messaging, as well as between manual radio tuning and front-seat 
passenger conversation. It was decided that operating a navigation device and 
manual radio tuning should therefore be omitted from the main study and the 
effect of text messaging and front-seat passenger conversation should be 
investigated instead. 
 The phonebook contact retrieval task was combined with the handheld cell 
phone conversation task to form a phone call task since, in the real world, people 
performed these tasks in tandem. 
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 Hoteling’s 𝑇2 test was found to be a good multivariate test that could be used to 
analyze the data.  If any significant results were found, then univariate analysis will 
be performed by utilizing the Bonferroni’s confidence interval assessment. 
 A sample size of 20 participants were found to be enough to give adequate 
statistical power for the test.  This was based on the results of a sensitivity analysis 
where an effect size was approximated for a power of 0.80, using results obtained 
from a post-hoc analysis of the pilot study through the G*Power 3 statistical 
software, created by the faculty at the Institute for Experimental Psychology in 
Dusseldorf, Germany (Faul et al., 2007). 
As will be seen, some of the conclusions drawn were not transferred over to the main 
study because of problems encountered with the recruitment of participants.  Also, from 
a statistical point of view, it made sense to recruit as many participants as possible rather 
than limit to the 20 participants that was suggested from the pilot study. 
3.3 Main Study 
3.3.1 Institutional Review Board Approval 
The LSU Institutional Review Board (IRB) exists as a federal stipulation to facilitate 
research, protect research participants and ensure that researchers comply with all 
research regulations.  For this study, a regular application (Appendix A) was submitted to 
IRB in February, 2013 that included a Consent Form (Appendix B) to be given to 
participants, and a Certificate of Completion (Appendix C) of a 3-hour National Institutes 
of Health (NIH) on-line human subjects training.  A continuation application (Appendix D) 
was submitted a year after the regular application to enable on-going data analysis of the 
collected data from the main study experiment.  The IRB board also requires all 
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researchers to read and sign a security of data agreement that ensures that the data 
collected from participants are secured and sensitive information that will allow 
participants to be identified are removed before the data is stored or used. 
3.3.2 Participants 
A total of 67 participants from the LSU community of students and staff members, 
Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (DOTD) staff, and the general 
public, comprising 18 females and 49 males with an average age of 26.8 years (Standard 
deviation of 8.6 years), participated in the experiment.  Overall, 78 were recruited but 10 
were unable to participate because of simulator sickness, an experience similar to motion 
sickness that causes nausea, and 1 was disqualified for non-conformance.  Figure 4 
shows a frequency distribution of the ages of the 67 participants that were unaffected by 
simulator sickness and were able to complete the experiment. 
 
Figure 4  Distribution of age of participants. 
All participants were in good general health with normal or corrected visual acuity, 
were active drivers with a valid driver’s license, and had experience using cell phone while 
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driving.  They were recruited using flyers (Appendix E) on university bulletin boards and 
in accordance with the IRB’s standards. 
3.3.3 Choice of Secondary Tasks 
Secondary tasks refer to the activities or tasks that participants were required to 
undertake while driving to allow the effect of distracted driving to be investigated. 
Following on from the pilot project, text messaging, phone call and front-seat passenger 
conversation were the three tasks chosen for the main study along with a control drive 
where no task was performed. 
Text messaging was a key task chosen primarily because of the national media 
attention it has attracted as a cause of distracted driving.  Texting increases the reaction 
time of the driver (Anderson et al., 2012) and has a higher distraction potential (Ranney 
et al., 2011).  Other studies ((Owens et al., 2011), (Young et al., 2014)) found that sending 
a text message was more distracting than receiving one with the possible explanation of 
longer glances away from the roadway while sending texts.   Another study (Alosco et al., 
2012) found there were no significant differences in the distractions caused when texting 
and using two different interfaces; i.e., hard button and touch pad.  For this reason, it was 
not considered important whether the phone used for the experiment had a touch pad or 
hard button interface.  Participants were asked to read and respond to text messages 
from their own personal phone.  
For phone call task, several of the reviewed studies reported its increased crash 
potential when combined with the primary task of driving.  Some other researchers have 
attempted to study the effect of easy and difficult phone conversation along with short 
and long duration call on the driving performance.  These studies have found the intensity 
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of the conversation to have no significant impact on the driving performance, but found 
cell phone conversation to be detrimental to driving performance ((Strayer et al., 2004), 
(Rosenbloom, 2006)).  Notwithstanding these findings, several others have found hands-
free cell phone conversation to have no significant effect on driver performance during 
driving ((Briem & Hedman, 1995), (Parkes & Hooijmeijer, 2001), (Törnros & Bolling, 
2005)).  Yet still, a recent study (Fitch et al., 2013) concluded that neither handheld nor 
hands-free conversation increased the risk of crash.  These inconsistencies, and the fact 
that Louisiana is one of the few states that still allows handheld phone conversations 
while driving, led to this task being chosen to be investigated for this study.  Participants 
were asked to dial from their own personal cell phones for this task. 
For front-seat passenger conversation, this task was chosen as a baseline task to 
compare to the text messaging and handheld cell phone conversation task.  Results of 
two studies ((Amado & Ulupinar, 2005; Drews et al., 2008)) showed that front-seat 
passenger conversation did not have any significant distracting effect, and attributed this 
to perhaps the lesser visual attention it required on drivers. 
3.3.4 Experimental Design 
The initial design was to investigate the effects of the secondary tasks on driver 
performance under several factors, namely effect of age, effect of driving environment, 
effect of weather conditions, effect of gender, and effect of the time of day.  The 
experimental design for each factor is discussed below.  Each participant was to 
undertake a treatment drive (comprising random events of front-seat passenger 
conversation, handheld phone conversation, and texting) as well as control drive of the 
same scenario where participants were not required to perform any task.  The control 
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drive spanned the length of the treatment drive to enable each section to be directly 
compared. 
Age Effect  The experiment was designed as a 2 x 4 repeated measure design with the 
age of participants as a between-subject factor (two levels comprising those under 25 
and those who were 25 years and above), and event as a within-subject factor (four levels 
comprising control, front-seat passenger conversation, handheld phone conversation, 
and texting).  Each of the 67 participants performed all the four events, comprising 33 
participants under the age of 25 years and 34 participants at the age of 25 years and 
above.  The age threshold of 25 years was chosen because that is the lower limit that has 
been defined for older drivers in the NHTSA Guidelines (NHTSA, 2012c). 
Gender Effect  The experiment was designed as a 2 x 4 repeated measure design with 
gender as a between-subject factor (two levels comprising male and female), and event 
as a within-subject factor (four levels comprising control, front-seat passenger 
conversation, handheld phone conversation, and texting).  Each of the 67 participants 
performed all the four events comprising 49 males and 18 females. 
Driving Environment Effect  The experiment was designed as a 2 x 4 repeated measure 
design with driving environment as a between-subject factor (two levels comprising urban 
and freeway driving environment), and event as a within-subject factor (four levels 
comprising control, front-seat passenger conversation, handheld phone conversation, 
and texting).  Each of the 67 participants performed all the four events. However, 34 
experimented in urban driving conditions while 33 did in freeway driving conditions. 
Time of Day Effect  The experiment was designed as a 4 x 4 repeated measure design 
with the driving environment and time of day as a between-subject factor (four levels 
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comprising urban-day, urban-night, freeway-day and freeway-night), and event as a 
within-subject factor (four levels comprising control, front-seat passenger conversation, 
handheld phone conversation, and texting).  Each of the 67 participants performed all the 
four events.  However, 17 each experimented under urban-day, urban-night, and freeway-
night conditions while 16 experimented under freeway-day time conditions. 
Weather Condition Effect The experiment was designed as a 8 x 4 repeated measure 
design with driving environment and weather condition as a between-subject factor (eight 
levels comprising normal, snow, rain, and fog each under urban and freeway conditions), 
and event as a within-subject factor (four levels comprising control, front-seat passenger 
conversation, handheld phone conversation, and texting).  Each of the 67 participants 
performed all the four events.  However, 5 experimented under freeway-snow conditions; 
7 under urban-snow conditions; 8 under freeway-rain conditions; 9 each under urban-fog, 
urban-normal and urban-rain conditions; and 10 each under freeway-fog and freeway-
normal conditions. 
Overall Distraction Effect  The experiment was designed as a 1 x 4 repeated measure 
design with the participant as a between-subject factor, and event as a within-subject 
factor (four levels comprising control, front-seat passenger conversation, handheld phone 
conversation, and texting).  Each of the 67 participants performed all the four events: 
control, front-seat passenger conversation, phone conversation, and texting; data was 
collected for each event.  The overall distraction effect considers the combined effects of 
age, driving environment, weather condition, gender, and time of day. 
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3.3.5 Experimental Procedure 
A randomization schedule (Appendix F) was created using the SAS statistical 
software, and participants were allocated a specific scenario based on the randomization 
schedule and the order in which they were recruited.  Initially, it was designed for each 
participant to undertake two different scenario drives but very early on in the experimental 
stages, this was found to be too daunting on the participants.  Participants were therefore 
assigned just the first scenario on the randomization schedule.  Upon arrival at the driving 
simulator lab, participants were briefed on the experiment and asked to review the 
university’s IRB approved consent sheet before signing it.  Participants were then asked 
to randomly arrange a selection of cards to determine the event order for their experiment; 
i.e., the order of the control, front-seat passenger conversation, handheld phone 
conversation, or texting drives.  Each participant was allowed to familiarize with the driving 
simulator before tests were undertaken.  Participants were asked to drive as they would 
normally on their way to work or college but to always stay in the right-lane and avoid 
changing lanes or overtaking in their respective assigned scenarios. 
For the front-seat passenger conversation task, the task began when a front seat 
passenger begins to engage the participant in a conversation. The conversation was 
directed at getting the participant to orally respond to questions about his/her personal 
details information such as age, profession, and driving experience. Other information 
obtained included the participant’s qualitative assessment of his/her experience during 
the test drive.  This task ended when all questions had been answered.  
For the text messaging task, participants were sent several text messages in 
succession to their responses.  A transcript of the text messages sent to participants has 
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been included as Appendix G.  The task began as soon as participants picked up their 
phones to retrieve the first text message.  Participants were asked to read the texts and 
respond accordingly.  After responding to the last text message, participants had to return 
the phone to its original location, an empty space near the cup holder compartment in the 
vehicle, completing the task. 
For the handheld phone conversation task, participants were asked to retrieve and 
dial a pre-arranged contact name from their address book. They were specifically 
instructed to utilize their phone’s contact feature to access the stored name and call this 
person.  Participants had to briefly explain the experiment they were involved in to the 
contact at the other end.  The task began when participants picked up their phones and 
ended when the phone was returned to its original location. 
For the control drive, participants were not asked to undertake any tasks. The task 
began when participants began to drive and ended when participants were asked to stop 
the vehicle. 
Participants were then thanked for their time and participation and escorted out of 
the experimentation lab. That concluded a participant’s involvement in the experiment. 
The average time for a participant to complete the experimental procedure was 45 
minutes. 
3.4 Scenario Development 
Through manipulation of appropriate software (SimVista, ISA, and SimCreator), 
different virtual environments were developed to represent the different driving 
environments, weather conditions, and time of day effects that this study investigated. 
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The test route consisted of a divided four lane road as per NHTSA Guidelines (NHTSA, 
2012c).  It had a solid double yellow line down the center, solid white lines on the outside 
edges, dashed white lines separating the two standard 3.7m wide lanes in each direction, 
and on a flat grade.  The other vehicles in the simulated environment drove at speeds of 
70 mph for freeways and 35 mph for urban settings, according to the posted speed limits.  
Both settings had cultural features commensurate with the road type, in that freeways 
had relatively lesser level of complexity in traffic conditions in terms of vehicular density 
and street furniture.  Day time conditions were designed to visually represent noon 
visibility in real conditions while night time conditions were designed to represent 9:00 pm 
visibility in real conditions.  All vehicles were equipped with full headlights during the night 
time scenarios.  Each process is described below: 
3.4.1 Route Design 
SimVista and ISA were used to design all the routes for the experiment.  An 
existing template from the suite provided by RTI was taken and edited to suit the 
requirements of the study.  Figure 5 shows the editor panel in ISA when opened.  The 
Plan Window offers a higher level view of the route being designed by showing a top 
down view on a grid layout.  It allows the route to be seen in a wireframe tile in a plan 
view (see Figure 6).  The Main Window offers the 3D view of the route and allows the 
designer to pan, view, and interact with aspects of the route design.  This is the window 
where the RTI template was first placed, and all the adjustments made.  The Properties 
Window offers information on any feature that is selected in the main window.  It offers 
information such as placement coordinates, scaling aspects, texture, color, and 
associated Java scripts.  Some editing goes on in this window but not as much as in the 
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main window.  The Scene Tree provides a hierarchical view of the objects that have been 
used to build the route in the main window.   
 
Figure 5  New editor panel in Internet Scene Assembler. 
The Object Gallery contains all the objects that can be used as features in the main 
window.  ISA provides numerous tabs for this window where objects have been classified 
into groups such as structures, terrain features, signal controls, four lane tiles, two lane 
tiles, vegetation, etc.  Objects are dragged from this window into the main window before 
any adjustments are done.  These five windows, along with the library of templates stored 
in the object gallery, were used to create the freeway and urban routes shown in Figure 
7 and Figure 8 respectively.  Snapshots of the finished routes are shown in Figure 9 and 
Figure 10 for freeway and urban settings respectively.  
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Figure 6  Editor panel in use with Internet Scene Assembler. 
 
 
Figure 7  Freeway tile created in Internet Scene Assembler. 
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Figure 8  Urban tile created in Internet Scene Assembler. 
 
 
Figure 9  Snapshot of the freeway setting. 
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Figure 10  Snapshot of the urban setting. 
 
The freeway consists of a four lane (two lanes in each direction split by a median) 
route of about 36.4 kilometers (22.6 miles).  Two sets of exit ramps on the freeway were 
provided that exited onto other roads which were not utilized as part of this study.  The 
urban route consisted of two tiles put together and adjusted to provide nine intersections 
and about 16.6 kilometers (10.3 miles) of four lane roads (two in each lane with no 
median).  Both freeways and urban settings were designed as loops to enable drivers to 
always have access to the road.   
Since drivers were required to always start from the right lanes, a Start Point 
sensor was placed at the appropriate start places on both routes before the designed 
components were published.  Figure 11 shows an illustration of placing the Start Point in 
ISA.  The sensor can be found in the Scenario Control tab in the Object Gallery and is 
placed at the desired place using the “Placement” tab at the Properties Window and 
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entering the x-y-z coordinates.  To be able to use the designed routes, each route as to 
be published as a .wrl file extension (see Figure 12).   
 
Figure 11  Illustration of using Start Point sensor in Internet Scene Assembler. 
 
 
Figure 12  Publishing in Internet Scene Assembler. 
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Placing the published .wrl file into the C:\database\tileworld\ folder allows a 
tileworld.bat file to be run that copies the created file on the Center Channel computer to 
all other computers on the network (Host and SimObserver computers). 
3.4.1 Adding Night Time Effects 
To be able to adjust the simulated environment to include night time conditions, 
the model file (FullSimLSU.cmp) had to be edited through the SimCreator software.  The 
model is made up of different components as illustrated in Figure 13.  One of such group 
components is the Visual Component which also connects to a group of other 
components as shown in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 13  Model components in Simcreator. 
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Figure 14  Visuals component in model file showing connections to other components. 
 
The Visual component itself can be accessed through the Center Channel 
component of the FullSimLSU.cmp model file on SimCreator.  To introduce night time 
effect into the model, the time of day, shadow, and headlight features had to be adjusted 
in the original model file as follows: 
Time of Day Adjustment  The TimeOfDay input connector files, accessed via the Visuals 
Component, had to be double-clicked, and the night time desired (2100hrs in military 
units) entered as shown in Figure 15.  To be able to utilize the time of day’s functionality, 
it is essential to also amend the shadows and headlight features.  
Shadows Adjustment  The visuals component is used again to set the type of shadows.  
SimCreator comes with four settings for the shadows effect.  The values are: 
 0 = real time shadows off 
 1 = dynamic entities only 
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 2 = dynamic entities with Lightmap Support 
 3 = full shadows rendered at run time 
 4 = dynamic entity Lightmapping 
 
(a) Time of Day connector on visuals component 
 
(b) Entering the desired night time  
Figure 15  Time of Day adjustment in SimCreator. 
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Setting the effects value at 0 will turn off all shadows and this is the default setting.  
A value of 1 turns on the shadows but only for moving entities such as vehicles and 
pedestrians.  A value of 2, in addition, will provide the ability to render soft shadows from 
static entities such as building, signs, and parked vehicles but these are done through the 
lightmapping technology which processes the shadows formation before run time. A value 
of 3 activates the shadows in real time for both static and dynamic entities and so 
demands more computer processing capability.  A value of 4 uses lightmapping that is 
predefined in the texture and not generated from the sun.  It is therefore primarily used 
during night time.  Figure 16 shows illustrations of how the shadows were adjusted 
through the visuals component to a value of 4. 
Headlight Features  To change the headlight features, two different steps had to be 
taken.  First step was to turn on the headlights of the simulator itself via the visuals 
component; and the second step was to turn on the headlights of the ambient traffic 
through the Scenario Component, all in SimCreator.  Figure 17 shows how the simulator’s 
headlights were turned on.  Three values setting are available in SimCreator, namely: 
 0 = headlights off 
 1 = low beam headlights 
 2 = high beam headlights 
For this study, a low beam headlights value of 1 was used for the simulator.  In addition, 
the headlights on the ambient traffic were adjusted through the Scenario Component as 
shown on Figure 14 (shows the scenario component on the right side of the visuals 
component).  Figure 18 shows how the ambient traffic’s headlights were turned on. 
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(a) Shadows connector on visuals component 
 
(b) Entering the desired value for shadows effect 
Figure 16  Shadows adjustment in SimCreator. 
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(a) Simulator’s headlight connector on visuals component 
 
(b) Entering the desired value for simulator’s headlight effect 
Figure 17  Turning on simulator’s headlights in SimCreator. 
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(a) Ambient vehicles headlight connector on scenario component 
 
(b) Entering the desired value for ambient traffic’s headlight effect 
Figure 18  Turning on ambient traffic’s headlights in SimCreator. 
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Four value settings are available in SimCreator for the ambient traffic’s headlights effects: 
 0 = ambient traffic headlights off 
 1 = parking lights on ambient traffic 
 2 = low beam headhlights for ambient traffic 
 3 = high beam headlights for ambient traffic 
For this study, since low beam headlights was being utilized on the simulator, the setting 
chosen was a value of 2 as shown in Figure 18(b). 
3.4.2 Adding Rain Effect 
Three settings exist in SimCreator for the creation of rain.  The first value gives the 
number of lines of rains which tends to demonstrate the intensity of the rainfall.  The 
second value gives the width of each line, and the last value indicates whether there is 
lighting action or not.  This change must be made by editing the ‘Edit Data’ tab when the 
visuals component is double-clicked.  Figure 19 shows the edited values used for this 
study; value 1 = 1200, value 2 = 0.5, and value 3 = 1 for lighting effect.  The figure also 
shows a snapshot of the projected freeway setting with the designed rainfall effect. 
3.4.3 Adding Snow Effect 
 Editing for snow effect uses similar settings as for the rain effect but changes the 
values such that value 1 = 1000 for steady normal snow fall, value 2 = 4.5 to form thick 
but slow falling snowflakes, and value 3 = 0 to remove the lighting effect.  Figure 20 shows 
a freeway that has been subjected to a snowfall effect. 
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(a) Entering values for rainfall effect 
 
(b) Example of rainfall effect on a freeway setting 





Figure 20  Freeway setting showing a snowfall effect. 
3.4.4 Adding Fog Effect 
 Fog effect is also changed in the visuals component by double-clicking and editing 
as follows: 
Fog [0] [0] = -1 [m] Fog (near) (far) 
Fog [0] [1] = -1 [m] Fog (near) (far) 
The first line sets the value for the near plane of the fog wall, while the second line sets 
the value for the far plane of the fog wall.  The values of -1 is SimCreator’s default values 
for no fog.  Figure 21 shows the values entered for this study; first line = 10 m and second 




(a) Entering values for dense fog effect 
 
(b) Example of dense fog effect on freeway setting 
Figure 21  Creating fog effect in SimCreator. 
 
3.4.5 Creating Data Files 
For each scenario required for the simulation, a data file (.in extension) was 
created from the published file with the .wrl extension.  To create this, one of the data file 
templates in SimCreator is edited in notepad or SimPad, a proprietary software which 
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behaves like just notepad.  In the text, all references to the .wrl extension is changed and 
directed to the published .wrl file location for the required scenario.  For example, Figure 
22 shows the referencing of the .wrl extension to the location of the published file 
(GenericWorld.wrl) for the Scenario 12 condition (Urban + Day). 
 
Figure 22  Referencing of .wrl extension in a datafile. 




Table 6  List and description of model and data files that were designed 
Scenario 
Number Model file name Data file name Scenario 
00 FullSimLSUWindGust.cmp HMIFreewayScenario_Training 
Normal + freeway + 
day  
01 FullSimLSUWindGust.cmp Snow_GenericWorldFreewayDayTrees Snow + freeway + day 
02 FullSimLSUWindGust.cmp Rain_GenericWorldFreewayDayTrees Rain + freeway + day 
03 FullSimLSUWindGust_fog.cmp Fog_GenericWorldFreewayDayTrees Fog + freeway + day 
04 FullSimLSUWindGust.cmp GenericWorldFreewayDayTrees 
Normal + freeway + 
day 
05 FullSimLSUWindGust_night.cmp Snow_GenericWorldFreewayNightTrees 
Snow + freeway + 
night 
06 FullSimLSUWindGust_night.cmp Rain_GenericWorldFreewayNightTrees 
Rain + freeway + 
night 
07 FullSimLSUWindGust_night.cmp Fog_GenericWorldFreewayNightTrees Fog + freeway + night 
08 FullSimLSUWindGust_night.cmp GenericWorldFreewayNightTrees 
Normal + freeway + 
night 
09 FullSimLSUWindGust.cmp Snow_GenericWorldSuburbanDay Snow + urban + day 
10 FullSimLSUWindGust.cmp Rain_GenericWorldSuburbanDay Rain + urban + day 
11 FullSimLSUWindGust_fog.cmp Fog_GenericWorldSuburbanDay Fog + urban + day 
12 FullSimLSUWindGust.cmp GenericWorldSuburbanDay Normal + urban + day 
13 FullSimLSUWindGust_night.cmp Snow_GenericWorldSuburbanNight Snow + urban + night 
14 FullSimLSUWindGust_night.cmp Rain_GenericWorldSuburbanNight Rain + urban + night 
15 FullSimLSUWindGust_fog.cmp Fog_GenericWorldSuburbanNight Fog + urban + night 
16 FullSimLSUWindGust.cmp GenericWorldSuburbanNight 
Normal + urban + 
night 
 
3.4.6 Creating Model Files 
 For the entire experiment, three model files (.cmp extension) were created.  To 
create one, an existing model file was edited to reflect the changes desired in a scenario, 
and then saved to the model directory.  Two additional models (fog and night) were 
created from changes to the visual and scenario components and these were used to run 
the foggy and night time conditions. Changes to the data files scripting allowed a single 
model file to be used for more than one data file.   
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Table 6 lists all three model files and the data files that were paired with each of them.  
3.4.7 Running the Simulator 
To run each of the scenarios listed in Table 6, an experimenter’s interface, 
shown in Figure 23, was used on the host computer.  
 
Figure 23  Experimenter’s interface used to run the simulator. 
 
The first input, SimCreator Model (.cmp) refers to the model name of interest as 
shown in Table 6 and the second input, SimCreator Datafile (.in), refers to the 
corresponding data file, also in Table 6.  The third input, Run length (sec), refers to how 
long the simulation is to run and a default value of 100,000 ensures that the simulation 
completes before this time is reached.  The fourth input refers to the name of the 
experiment, used to identify the data, for which Distraction was chosen for this study.  The 
next two, Participant ID and Drive ID are integers inputs used to specifically identify 
participants and the scenario being driven. Input into the last three affects the way the 
data collected in SimObserver are stored.  For instance, for the details shown in Figure 
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23, the data will be stored in SimObserver as Distraction_Sub25_Drive11.   The Store 
Data input refers to where the collected data will be stored.  The Distributed option is 
enabled to allow the simulation to be projected onto the screens while the SimObserver 
option enables SimObserver to automatically begin collecting data once the simulation 
begins. 
3.4.8 Data Collection via SimObserver 
 SimObserver begins collecting data after the simulation begins.  However, to 
program it to collect specific data, the following steps are undertaken.  First, the relevant 
model file (.cmp extension) is opened in SimCreator.  As shown in Figure 24, the Group 
Data is selected and edited.  The dialogue box shown in Figure 25 then appears and the 
tab labelled “Select Plot Variables” is selected.  The arrow keys shown are then used to 
select or deselect variables for which data are to be collected for.  The process described 
above ensures that data is collected and stored on each performance variable that is 
selected.    
 
Figure 24  Editing the group data of a model in SimCreator. 
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Figure 25  Selecting the variables for data to be collected. 
Video data is also collected automatically through SimObserver and stored at the same 
location on the SimObserver computers.  Figure 26 shows a snapshot of SimObserver 
recording video data. 
 
Figure 26  SimObserver capturing video data. 
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CHAPTER 4  DATA DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS 
4.1 Data Description 
Data were collected on several performance variables at a frequency of 60 Hz 
through the SimObserver proprietary software of the driving simulator. This resulted in 
repeated observations taken at different time points along the route for each participant, 
event, and variable.  The choice of these variables was based on a collection of all those 
that previous researchers had used in the 50 studies reviewed for this dissertation, as 
well as the data collection capability of the simulator.  The list and description of the 
performance variables are listed in Table 7.   
Table 7  List and Description of Performance Variables Used for Analysis 
Variable Description 
Experimental ID Unique ID of participant during the experiment 
Acceleration Value in m/s/s. Negative values are decelerations 
Brake Pedal Force Brake force. Value between 0 and 170 representing N. 
Throttle Value between 0 and 90 deg (rad). This is the angle of the 
accelerator pedal position 
Heading A value in degrees (rad) representing the heading of the vehicle. 
A value of 0 is North 
Headway Distance A value in meters (m). This is the headway distance between the 
CG of the vehicle to the CG of the vehicle ahead. 
Lane Offset A value in meters (m) of the position of the vehicle from the center 
of the lane. Positive numbers are to the right of the lane and 
negative are to the left 
Speed A value in m/s 
Lateral Speed A value in m/s 
 
Since measurements were taken at given times rather than at given locations 
within the course, and the time taken to drive the course varied from one participant to 
the next, the number of overall observations varied from one participant to the next.  On 
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average, for each treatment, the number of observations collected on each variable for a 
participant was 11,160.  Repeated observations taken at different time points on the same 
participant are potentially correlated, and hence are not independent.  As a result it would 
not be appropriate to analyze the 11,160 observations using a procedure that assumes 
that they are independent.  For this reason, each of the 8 variables was summarized 
within participant in order to obtain a single value (mean and/or standard deviation) for 
each measured variable, for each subject, and for each treatment.  The reason why both 
the means and standard deviations were used for some variables was because these 
have been previously used in past studies.  While some of the variables are correlated, 
they were included in the analysis to facilitate comparisons with other studies and to 
ascertain how well a multivariate assessment will account for their collinearity.  
Specifically, the following point estimates were obtained: 
Acceleration  Acceleration or deceleration was used as a performance variable to 
identify a driver’s response to a traffic condition.  Greater variability in this measure could 
be an indication of inappropriate response when a driver is trying to make up for increased 
or reduced headway (Lee et al., 2004).  The point estimate, standard deviation of 
acceleration (SLONAC), was used as an indicator of longitudinal control.  
Brake Pedal Force  Brake pedal force is that force a driver exerts from the foot to the 
brake pedal to cause deceleration of the car in order to avoid a collision or traffic violation.  
Higher variability of this force could be an indication of impaired driving (Strayer et al., 
2006).  Likewise, hard braking events could be an indication of a driver’s inappropriate 
response as a result of inattentiveness or distracted driving (Harbluk et al., 2007).  Both 
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standard deviation of this performance variable (SBRAKE) and the mean value 
(MBRAKE) were used as indicators of longitudinal control.   
Throttle  How much a driver changes the position of the throttle pedal and how ‘smooth’ 
or ‘sharp’ the change is could be an indicator of the driver’s attentiveness to the primary 
task of driving (Zylstra et al., 2003).  Standard deviation of throttle (STHROT) and mean 
value of throttle (MTHROT) were both used as indicators of longitudinal control.   
Heading  Adjustments to the heading of the vehicle could be a driver’s effort to control 
the vehicle after a brief period of inattentiveness or wandering away from the desired 
vehicle path.  Both the variability and intensity of the adjustment is therefore relevant in 
detecting a pattern of distracted driving (Brumby et al., 2007).  Standard deviation of the 
vehicle heading (SHEADN) and its mean value (MHEADN) were used as indicators of 
lateral control. 
Headway Distance  Several studies have found that drivers maintain consistent headway 
distances when they are focused on the driving task (Zhang et al., 2013).  Increased 
variability and the magnitude of the adjustment could be an indicator of an inattentive or 
distracted driver.  Standard deviation of the vehicle headway distance (SHDWYD) and its 
mean value (MHDWYD) were used as indicators of longitudinal control. 
Lane Offset  This is usually referred to as the lane position of a vehicle in several studies.  
Both the standard deviation (SLNOFF) and mean (MLNOFF) were used as indicators of 
lateral control.  Increased lane position variability has been used to describe a distracted 
driver’s driving pattern (Ranney et al., 2013) and the magnitude of the drift has also been 
used to describe a driver’s attempt to overcorrect for unintended drifts caused by 
distractions or inattentiveness (Rudin-Brown et al., 2013). 
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Speed  Speed, or mean velocity, is another widely used performance variable in 
distracted driving studies.  Increased speed variability has been reported in several 
studies as a characteristic of distracted driving (Burns et al., 2002; Reed & Green, 1999) 
while reduced mean speed has also been identified with distracted driving patterns 
((Donmez et al., 2006), (Horberry et al., 2006), (Rakauskas et al., 2004)).  Both the 
standard deviation (SSPEED) and mean (MSPEED) were used as indicators of 
longitudinal control. 
Lateral Speed  When drivers steer away from their intended path, as a result of 
inattentiveness or distraction, they tend to perform rapid steering wheel movements in an 
effort to correct their drift.  This motion is usually accompanied with large swings in lateral 
velocity or lateral speed (Liang & Lee, 2010).  Standard deviation of lateral speed 
(SLATSP) was therefore included as an indicator of lateral control.  
The resulting derived dataset for each group (treatment + control drives) contained 
67 rows of observations, one row for each of the 67 participants, with each row containing 
the standard deviation and/or mean estimate for each original measured variable within 
the participant represented by that row.  Overall, 14 performance (independent) variables 
were initially analyzed and these have been listed in Table 8. 
4.2 Choice of Statistical Procedure 
The findings from the pilot study suggested the Hoteling 𝑇2 was an appropriate 
multivariate method to use to analyze the data.  However, at the end of the data collection 
stage, it became apparent that certain assumptions required for this method to make 
sound statistical inferences could not be met.  Of particular significance was that the data 
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from the different groups must be independent.  Being unable to utilize a larger sample 
size because of difficulties in recruiting which was further exacerbated by 10 participants 
getting simulator sickness, meant to achieve independence, the 67 participants had to be 
split over the 4 groups.  This was not an ideal situation as that translates to a group 
average sample size of 16, less desirable for a multivariate procedure. 
Table 8  List and Description of Independent Variables  
Independent Variable Description 
SLONAC Standard deviation estimate of acceleration (m/s/s) 
SBRAKE Standard deviation estimate of brake pedal force (N) 
MBRAKE Mean estimate of brake pedal force (N) 
STHROT Standard deviation estimate of throttle (rad) 
MTHROT Mean estimate of throttle (rad) 
SHEADN Standard deviation estimate of heading (rad) 
MHEADN Mean estimate of heading (rad) 
SHDWYD Standard deviation estimate of headway distance (mm) 
MHDWYD Mean estimate of headway distance (mm) 
SLNOFF Standard deviation estimate of lane offset (m) 
MLNOFF Mean estimate of lane offset (m) 
SSPEED Standard deviation estimate of velocity (m/s) 
MSPEED Mean estimate of velocity (m/s) 
SLATSP Standard deviation estimate of lateral velocity (m/s) 
 
To be able to overcome this limitation, it was necessary to omit one group (the 
passenger conversation drive) to be left with 3 groups (control, phone call, and texting).  
Even then, the average sample size of 22 per group was still considered not ideal for a 
multivariate procedure.  It became necessary to choose a statistical procedure that does 
not require independent groups to be able to utilize the full sample size of 67 participants.  
The passenger conversation drive was the one chosen to be dropped because it 
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appeared most studies focused on texting and phone calls, and these are the ones that 
have attracted a lot of media attention. 
Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was chosen over the Hoteling 𝑇2 
procedure because the former incorporates the interrelationships among the performance 
variables in examining the group differences.  However, to be able to use MANOVA, the 
following assumptions were to be met: 
 Observations should be randomly sampled from the population 
 Observations should be independent of one another 
 Within-group covariance matrices should be equal across all groups 
 The set of performance or independent variables should follow a 
multivariate normal distribution. 
The first assumption was met through the random selection of the participants and the 
randomization schedule used to assign drives to them.  However the second and third 
assumptions were achieved through data restructuring (described below) while the last 
assumption was verified below. 
4.3 Satisfying Assumptions of MANOVA  
4.3.1 Data Restructuring 
To be able to meet the assumption that observations have to be independent of 
one another, it is necessary to restructure the data such that the entire data can be 
considered as one group.  If this criteria is met, then because there will be only one group, 
the requirement for equal within-group covariance matrices across groups will become 
obsolete. 
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The data from the remaining three groups were arranged in a multivariate data 
such that there was one row of data for each participant, comprising a Participant ID 
column, and 42 additional columns (14 independent variables x 3 groups).  For the 67 
participants, the resulting dataset was a 67 x 43 matrix. 
Next, 28 new variables were derived for each participant and were calculated as 
follows: 
 𝑋_20 = 𝑋_𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝑋_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 (9) 
𝑋_30 = 𝑋_𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑋_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 (10) 
The first variable represented the difference between the single values obtained for the 
phone call variables and control variables to account for 14 new variables, while the 
second variable represented the difference between the texting variables and the control 
variables, also accounting for 14 new variables. 
 Next, 14 additional variables were created by finding the difference between the 
newly created columns, and were calculated as follows: 
   𝑋_23 = [𝑋_𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝑋_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙] – [𝑋_𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑋_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙] (11) 
Together with the Participant ID column, the new 42 derived columns (X_20, X_30, and 
X_23) resulted in a 67 x 43 dataset matrix for all 67 participants and became the focus of 
subsequent analysis. 
4.3.2 Test for Violation of Normality Assumption 
Many multivariate procedures are based on the assumption that the data have a 
multivariate normal distribution.  Measures of variability like the standard deviation 
typically exhibit skewed sampling distributions.  Since the variables that are to be the 
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object of this study’s statistical analyses include standard deviations, there is some 
concern that the normality assumption may be violated for these variables.  On the other 
hand, for each participant the standard deviations being computed are based on a large 
number of observations, and this tends to attenuate their levels of skewness.  Since there 
is not a single test to detect whether the data are not multivariate normal, a number of 
tests were performed to check whether the normality assumption had been violated.  This 
included a univariate skewness test, formal univariate normality test, and a multivariate 
test (Mardia’s normalized multivariate test) for X_20 and X_30, and have been described 
below.  It is worth pointing out that univariate normality is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for multivariate normality since the marginal distributions can be normal but the 
joint distributions may deviate from normality. 
Skewness  This is used in distribution analysis as a sign of asymmetry and deviation 
from a normal distribution.  Positive skewness indicates right skewed distributions while 
negative skewness indicates left skewed distribution.  A skewness value of zero indicates 
the distribution is symmetrical around the mean, and values for the median and mean 
coincide.  It is accepted that if the distribution from which the data come has nonzero 
skewness, then they cannot be normally distributed.  Generally, a distribution with a 
skewness value < ±2 is considered favorable (Muthén & Kaplan, 1985).  Table 9 shows 
that the existing skewness values do not deviate much from zero, and hence does not 
suggest that the distribution cannot be normally distributed. 
Formal Univariate Normality Test  Since the number of observations in each phase 
were less than 2,000 (n= 67), the Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality was used to test the 
distribution of each of the derived variables X_20 and X_30.  The null hypothesis for the 
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test states that the actual distribution of each performance variable is normally distributed.  
Therefore if p value is smaller than alpha (0.01 in this case), the null hypothesis is 
rejected, leading to rejection of the normality assumption.  On the other hand, if p value 
is greater than alpha, then there is no evidence that the normality assumption has been 
violated, hence we assume that the specific performance variable consists of a normal 
distribution.  Table 9 shows the p-values obtained for the formal normality test with 
significant values marked with asterisk.  Overall, it shows that 8 out of the 28 derived 
performance variables rejected the null hypothesis.  These variables could have been 
transformed using some well-known transformations in statistical literature to achieve a 
data that is more nearly normal.   
Table 9  Values of Univariate Skewness and P-values for Normality Test 
 Skewness P-values for normality test 
Variable (X) X_20 X_30 X_20 X_30 
SLONAC 0.29570397 0.09943994 0.4935 0.5078 
SBRAKE 0.36980457 1.32744563 0.1771 <.0001* 
MBRAKE 0.59257063 1.29917287 0.0182 0.0003 
STHROT -0.1160591 1.35010896 0.6108 <.0001* 
MTHROT -0.6457372 1.58436738 0.0043* <.0001* 
SHEADN 0.1680705 -0.3173697 0.5922 0.1652 
MHEADN -0.0669945 0.13860528 0.8079 0.7359 
SHDWYD 0.04806906 0.61457854 0.1531 0.0205 
MHDWYD 0.49575209 1.34054355 0.0039* <.0001* 
SLNOFF -0.344589 0.02633202 0.4048 0.9463 
MLNOFF -0.0459837 -0.6706938 0.7002 0.0226 
SSPEED 0.8019623 0.50643298 0.0372 0.1506 
MSPEED -0.9615682 0.17795786 0.0010* 0.6584 
SLATSP 0.51631113 1.12162597 0.1408 0.0002* 
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One very well cited study, (Meyers et al., 2009), reports that three commonly cited 
transformations for positively skewed distributions are square root, log, and reflected 
inverse transformations; and two commonly cited for negatively skewed distributions are 
square and cubed transformations.  However, the more the data is transformed, the more 
difficult the results are to interpret in the context of the original experiment.  For MANOVA, 
because the procedure is fairly robust to small violations of the normality assumptions, 
and given that only few variables rejected the normality assumption, it was decided to 
proceed with the original data for ease of interpretation. 
Mardia’s Statistic  Mardia’s statistic for multivariate normality is a normalized multivariate 
kurtosis measure that is often used to test for multivariate normality.  It is produced 
through statistical packages and in this case, produced in SAS 9.4 using the %multnorm 
macro (see Appendix H).  Distributions that produce values not much larger than 4 are 
regarded as satisfactory ((Mardia, 1970), (Bentler, 1990)).  The value obtained for X_20 
and X_30 combined was 2.38; thus indicating a low level of departure from multivariate 
normal distribution.  Furthermore, the Chi-square Q-Q plot, as shown in Figure 27 showed 
very little departure from what would have been the case for a perfect multivariate 
distribution.  These observations further justify the decision of not transforming the 8 
derived variables that violated the normality assumption. 
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Figure 27  Chi-square Q-Q plot for all derived variables (X_20 and X_30). 
 
4.3 Data Analysis 
4.3.1 Using MANOVA as a Multivariate Gate-Keeper Test for Both Tasks 
In using this approach, a multivariate test is undertaken to compare all means to 
zero at once, and then followed by univariate tests only if the multivariate test is 
significant.  In this way the multivariate test acts as a gatekeeper, maintaining the overall 
Type-I error rate at whatever significance level is used for the multivariate test.   
The final data to be analyzed consists of 28 point estimates on the performance 
variables listed in Table 10 for each of the 67 participants. 
 



















MULTNORM macro: Chi-square Q-Q plot
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MTHROT_20  𝑋1 𝜇1  MTHROT_30  𝑋15 𝜇15  
MBRAKE_20  𝑋2 𝜇2  MBRAKE_30  𝑋16 𝜇16  
MHEADN_20  𝑋3 𝜇3  MHEADN_30  𝑋17 𝜇17  
MHDWYD_20  𝑋4 𝜇4  MHDWYD_30  𝑋18 𝜇18  
MLNOFF_20  𝑋5 𝜇5  MLNOFF_30  𝑋19 𝜇19  
MSPEED_20  𝑋6 𝜇6  MSPEED_30  𝑋20 𝜇20  
SLONAC_20  𝑋7 𝜇7  SLONAC_30  𝑋21 𝜇21  
STHROT_20  𝑋8 𝜇8  STHROT_30  𝑋22 𝜇22  
SBRAKE_20  𝑋9 𝜇9  SBRAKE_30  𝑋23 𝜇23  
SHEADN_20  𝑋10 𝜇10  SHEADN_30  𝑋24 𝜇24  
SHDWYD_20  𝑋11 𝜇11  SHDWYD_30  𝑋25 𝜇25  
SLNOFF_20  𝑋12 𝜇12  SLNOFF_30  𝑋26 𝜇26  
SSPEED_20  𝑋13 𝜇13  SSPEED_30  𝑋27 𝜇27  
SLATSP_20  𝑋14 𝜇14  SLATSP_30  𝑋28 𝜇28  
 
If all 28 derived performance variables consist of the 14 (𝑗20) + 14 (𝑗30) performance 
variables shown in Table 8, then the data for all 67 participants 𝑖 (𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛) can be 










]      (12) 
Each column of 𝑋 therefore represents a vector of 67 point estimates for each of the 28 
derived performance variables.  Then the population mean vector 𝝁 for all columns, each 
with a column mean of 𝝁𝑗 can be obtained as follows: 
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Where each column mean 𝝁𝑗 represents the distracting effect 
Since 𝑋 represents the difference in point estimates between the phone call drive and the 
control drive (X_20 = X_phone call − X_control), as well as the difference in point estimates 
between the texting drive and the control drive (X_30 = X_texting − X_control), then under 
the null hypothesis, the population mean should contain a 28 x 1 vector of zero values.   
 Each column mean 𝝁𝑗 therefore represents the distracting effect on that specific 
performance variable where ‘distracting effect’ can be defined as the resulting change in 
driver performance or behavior as a result of the driver engaging in a secondary task 
(phone call or texting) while driving.  Similarly, the population mean 𝝁 represents the 
combined distracting effect on driving performance or behavior resulting from engaging 
in either a texting or phone call activity while driving.  
The hypotheses of interest are therefore: 
𝐻0: 𝝁 = 0; no difference exists in the mean population difference between driving while 
engaged in either a phone call or texting activity (treatment) versus driving under normal 
conditions (control); therefore we fail to conclude that either phone call or texting has a 
significant distracting effect on drivers. 
𝐻1: 𝝁 ≠ 0; difference exists in the mean population difference between driving while 
engaged in either a phone call or texting activity (treatment) versus driving under normal 
conditions (control); therefore we conclude that either phone call or texting has a 
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significant distracting effect on drivers.  Using the MANOVA procedure in SAS 9.4, the 
results obtained is shown in Table 11. 
Table 11  Results for the MANOVA test for distracting effect of either phone call or 
texting 
MANOVA Test Criteria and Exact F Statistics for the Hypothesis of  
No Overall Intercept Effect 
H = Type III SSCP Matrix for Intercept 
E = Error SSCP Matrix 
S=1    M=13    N=18.5 
Statistic Value F Value Num DF Den DF Pr > F 
Wilks' Lambda 0.2177064 5.01 28 39 <.0001 
Pillai's Trace 0.7822935 5.01 28 39 <.0001 
Hotelling-Lawley 
Trace 
3.5933417 5.01 28 39 <.0001 
Roy's Greatest 
Root 
3.5933417 5.01 28 39 <.0001 
 
Since the result of the test was significant [F (28, 39) = 5.01, p = <.0001], the null 
hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that the phone call or texting activity has a 
significant distracting effect on drivers.  It is therefore necessary to next confirm which of 
the two activities have the distracting effect by performing the multivariate gate-keeper 
tests separately on each activity.    
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4.3.2 Using MANOVA as a Multivariate Gate-Keeper Test for Phone Call Task 
 The data used for this analysis consists of only the 14 derived performance 
variables representing the difference in point estimates between the phone call and the 
control drives (X_20 = X_phone call − X_control), and represented as (𝑗20) in Table 8. 
 If 𝝁20 represents the distracting effect on driving performance or behavior resulting 
from engaging in a phone call activity while driving, then the data for all 67 participants 










]      (14) 
Each column of 𝑋 therefore represents a vector of 67 point estimates for each of the 14 
derived performance variables.  Then the population mean vector 𝝁20 for all columns, 
each with a column mean of 𝝁𝑗 can be obtained as follows: 






































     (15) 
The hypotheses of interest are therefore: 
𝐻0: 𝝁20 = 0; no difference exists in the mean population difference between driving while 
engaged in a phone call activity (treatment) versus driving under normal conditions 
(control); therefore we fail to conclude that the phone call activity has a significant 
distracting effect on drivers. 
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𝐻1: 𝝁20 ≠ 0; difference exists in the mean population difference between driving while 
engaged in a phone call activity (treatment) versus driving under normal conditions 
(control); therefore we conclude that the phone call activity has a significant distracting 
effect on drivers.  Using the MANOVA procedure in SAS 9.4, the results obtained is shown 
in Table 12. 
Table 12  Results for the MANOVA test for distracting effect of phone call activity 
MANOVA Test Criteria and Exact F Statistics for the Hypothesis of  
No Overall Intercept Effect 
H = Type III SSCP Matrix for Intercept 
E = Error SSCP Matrix 
S=1    M=6    N=25.5 
Statistic Value F Value Num DF Den DF Pr > F 
Wilks' Lambda 0.4369425 4.88 14 53 <.0001 
Pillai's Trace 0.5630574 4.88 14 53 <.0001 
Hotelling-Lawley 
Trace 
1.2886304 4.88 14 53 <.0001 
Roy's Greatest 
Root 
1.2886304 4.88 14 53 <.0001 
 
The result of the test shows significance [F (14, 53) = 4.88, p = <.0001], therefore 
the null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that the phone call activity has a 
significant distracting effect on drivers.   
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4.3.3 Performing Univariate T-Test for Phone Call Task 
To next determine which performance variables (𝑋j20=𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋14) had a 
significant difference in score, a one-sample t-test was performed on the means of the 
individual performance variables.  The null hypothesis was set to each variable’s 
population mean equaling zero to imply no difference between the distracting effect from 
the phone call activity and the control drive.  The t-statistic calculated for each variable 
was determined according to the equation:  
𝑡 −  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑗20 =
𝑋j20−𝝁20
𝑠 √𝑛⁄
       (16) 
These values, compared with the critical t-value from the t-table with n-1 degrees of 
freedom, and evaluated at an alpha value of 0.05 yielded the results shown in Table 13.  
The alpha value of 0.05 was used without any Bonferroni adjustment because the Type I 
error rate has been controlled through the prior multivariate gate-keeper test.  For each 
variable, the mean estimate of the difference between the distracting effect of phone call 
activity and control drive is shown.  Also, a 95% lower and upper confidence bound of the 
estimate, along with the t-value and the corresponding p-value is also provided.  An 
asterisk has been shown against all the variables that showed a significant difference at 
a 5% level of significance.  These variables (MTHROT, MHEADN, MSPEED, STHROT, 
SBRAKE, and SSPEED) can be interpreted as the ones most capable of detecting the 
difference in driving behavior or performance between the phone call activity and control 















for Mean t-value P-value 
*MTHROT_20 -1.45 -2.28 -0.63 -3.52 0.0008 
MBRAKE_20 -0.22 -0.77 0.32 -0.82 0.4130 
*MHEADN_20 19.29 4.75 33.85 2.65 0.0101 
MHDWYD_20 151.14 -99.92 402.21 1.20 0.2337 
MLNOFF_20 0.01 -0.03 0.06 0.66 0.5107 
*MSPEED_20 -3.01 -4.89 -1.13 -3.20 0.0021 
SLONAC_20 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.75 0.0856 
*STHROT_20 -1.42 -2.18 -0.66 -3.75 0.0004 
*SBRAKE_20 -0.80 -1.39 -0.21 -2.69 0.0090 
SHEADN_20 -9.77 -23.26 3.72 -1.45 0.1530 
SHDWYD_20 72.19 -210.86 355.25 0.51 0.6123 
SLNOFF_20 0.00 -0.02 0.01 -0.71 0.4815 
*SSPEED_20 -1.35 -1.97 -0.73 -4.32 <0.0001 
SLATSP_20 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.44 0.1536 
 
4.3.4 Using MANOVA as a Multivariate Gate-Keeper Test for Texting Task 
 The data used for this analysis consists of only the 14 derived performance 
variables representing the difference in point estimates between the texting and the 
control drives (X_30 = X_texting − X_control), and represented as (𝑗30) in Table 10. 
 If 𝝁30 represents the distracting effect on driving performance or behavior resulting 
from engaging in a texting activity while driving, then the data for all 67 participants 𝑖 (𝑖 =










]      (17) 
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Each column of 𝑋 therefore represents a vector of 67 point estimates for each of 
the 14 derived performance variables.  Then the population mean vector 𝝁30 for all 
columns, each with a column mean of 𝝁𝑗 can be obtained as follows: 






































     (18) 
The hypotheses of interest are therefore: 
𝐻0: 𝝁30 = 0; no difference exists in the mean population difference between driving while 
engaged in a texting activity (treatment) versus driving under normal conditions (control); 
therefore we fail to conclude that the texting activity has a significant distracting effect on 
drivers. 
𝐻1: 𝝁30 ≠ 0; difference exists in the mean population difference between driving while 
engaged in a texting activity (treatment) versus driving under normal conditions (control); 
therefore we conclude that the texting activity has a significant distracting effect on 
drivers. 
Using the MANOVA procedure in SAS 9.4, the results obtained is shown in Table 
14.  The result of the test shows significance [F (14, 53) = 5.82, p = <.0001], therefore the 
null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that the texting activity has a significant 
distracting effect on drivers.   
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Table 14  Results for the MANOVA test for distracting effect of texting activity 
MANOVA Test Criteria and Exact F Statistics for the Hypothesis of  
No Overall Intercept Effect 
H = Type III SSCP Matrix for Intercept 
E = Error SSCP Matrix 
S=1    M=6    N=25.5 
Statistic Value F Value Num DF Den DF Pr > F 
Wilks' Lambda 0.3941476 5.82 14 53 <.0001 
Pillai's Trace 0.6058523 5.82 14 53 <.0001 
Hotelling-Lawley 
Trace 
1.5371205 5.82 14 53 <.0001 
Roy's Greatest 
Root 
1.5371205 5.82 14 53 <.0001 
 
4.3.5 Performing Univariate T-Test for Texting Task 
To next determine which performance variables (𝑋j30= 𝑋15, 𝑋16, . . . , 𝑋28) had a significant 
difference in score, a one-sample t-test was performed on the means of the individual 
performance variables.  The null hypothesis was set to each variable’s population mean 
equaling zero to imply no difference between the distracting effect from the texting activity 
and the control drive.  The t-statistic calculated for each variable was determined 
according to the equation:  
𝑡 −  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑗30 =
𝑋j30−𝝁30
𝑠 √𝑛⁄
      (19) 
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These values, compared with the critical t-value from the t-table with n-1 degrees of 
freedom, and evaluated at an alpha value of 0.05 yielded the results shown in Table 15.  
Again, the alpha value of 0.05 was used without any Bonferroni adjustment because the 
Type I error rate had been controlled through the prior multivariate gate-keeper test.   











for Mean t-value P-value 
*MTHROT_30 2.25 1.08 3.42 3.85 0.0003 
*MBRAKE_30 0.45 0.04 0.86 2.20 0.0316 
MHEADN_30 6.31 -5.87 18.49 1.03 0.3046 
*MHDWYD_30 657.28 410.72 903.84 5.32 <0.0001 
*MLNOFF_30 -0.04 -0.06 -0.01 -2.98 0.0040 
MSPEED_30 0.55 -0.66 1.76 0.90 0.3691 
SLONAC_30 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.43 0.1180 
*STHROT_30 2.04 1.03 3.06 4.01 0.0002 
*SBRAKE_30 0.89 0.20 1.59 2.57 0.0123 
SHEADN_30 -8.75 -19.87 2.37 -1.57 0.1211 
*SHDWYD_30 327.50 109.43 545.58 3.00 0.0038 
SLNOFF_30 0.02 0.00 0.03 1.78 0.0795 
*SSPEED_30 0.98 0.25 1.71 2.69 0.0091 
*SLATSP_30 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.44 <0.0001 
 
For each variable, the mean estimate of the difference between the distracting 
effect of phone call activity and control drive is shown.  Also, a 95% lower and upper 
confidence bound of the estimate, along with the t-value and the corresponding p-value 
is also provided.  An asterisk has been shown against all the variables that showed a 
significant difference at a 5% level of significance.  These variables (MTHROT, MBRAKE, 
MHDWYD, MLNOFF, STHROT, SBRAKE, SHDWYD, SSPEED and SLATSP) can be 
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interpreted as the ones most capable of detecting the difference in driving behavior or 
performance between the texting activity and control drive.   
4.3.6 Comparing the Distracting Effect of Phone Call to Texting 
 To test whether the distracting effect from the phone call activity is similar to that 
from the texting activity, the data, 𝑋_23 = [𝑋_𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝑋_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙] – [𝑋_texting −
𝑋_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙], was analyzed and is represented as (𝑗23) in Table 16. 










MTHROT_23  𝑋29 𝜇29  
MBRAKE_23  𝑋30 𝜇30  
MHEADN_23  𝑋31 𝜇31  
MHDWYD_23  𝑋32 𝜇32  
MLNOFF_23  𝑋33 𝜇33  
MSPEED_23  𝑋34 𝜇34  
SLONAC_23  𝑋35 𝜇35  
STHROT_23  𝑋36 𝜇36  
SBRAKE_23  𝑋37 𝜇37  
SHEADN_23  𝑋38 𝜇38  
SHDWYD_23  𝑋39 𝜇39  
SLNOFF_23  𝑋40 𝜇40  
SSPEED_23  𝑋41 𝜇41  
SLATSP_23  𝑋42 𝜇42 
   
  
If 𝝁23 represents the difference in the texting distracting effect  and phone call 
distracting effect on driving performance or behavior, then the data for all 67 participants 











]      (20) 
Each column of 𝑋 therefore represents a vector of 67 point estimates for each of the 14 
derived performance variables.  Then the population mean vector 𝝁23 for all columns, 
each with a column mean of 𝝁𝑗 can be obtained as follows: 













































     (21) 
The hypotheses of interest are therefore: 
𝐻0: 𝝁23 = 0; no difference exists in the mean population difference between the distracting 
effect of the phone call activity and the distracting effect of the texting activity; therefore 
we conclude that both activities have similar distracting effects on drivers. 
𝐻1: 𝝁23 ≠ 0; difference exists in the mean population difference between the distracting 
effect of the phone call activity and the distracting effect of the texting activity; therefore 
we conclude that both activities have different distracting effects on drivers. 
Using the MANOVA procedure in SAS 9.4, the results obtained is shown in Table 
17.  The result of the test shows significance [F (14, 53) = 5.84, p = <.0001], therefore the 
null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that both the phone call and texting activities 
have different distracting effects on drivers.   
 To next determine which distracting effect is the greater of the two, a univariate 
one-sample t-test was performed on the means of the individual performance variables 
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(𝑋j23= 𝑋29, 𝑋30, . . . , 𝑋42).  The null hypothesis was set to each variable’s population mean 
equaling zero to imply equal distracting effect from both the phone call and texting activity. 
Table 17  Results for the MANOVA test to compare the distracting effect of phone call 
versus texting activity 
MANOVA Test Criteria and Exact F Statistics for the Hypothesis of  
No Overall Intercept Effect 
H = Type III SSCP Matrix for Intercept 
E = Error SSCP Matrix 
S=1    M=6    N=25.5 
Statistic Value F Value Num DF Den DF Pr > F 
Wilks' Lambda 0.39342998 5.84 14 53 <.0001 
Pillai's Trace 0.60657002 5.84 14 53 <.0001 
Hotelling-Lawley 
Trace 
1.54174833 5.84 14 53 <.0001 
Roy's Greatest 
Root 
1.54174833 5.84 14 53 <.0001 
 
The t-statistic calculated for each variable was determined according to the equation:  
𝑡 −  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑗23 =
𝑋j23−𝝁23
𝑠 √𝑛⁄
      (22) 
These values, compared with the critical t-value from the t-table with n-1 degrees 
of freedom, and evaluated at an alpha value of 0.05 yielded the results shown in Table 
18.  For each value, the mean estimate of the difference between the distracting effect of 
phone call and texting is shown, a 95% lower and upper confidence bound of the estimate, 
the t-value calculated, and the corresponding p-values.  An asterisk has been shown 
against all the variables that showed a significant difference at a 5% level of significance.  
Again, it was okay to use an unadjusted significance level because the prior multivariate 
gate-keeper test had been used to control the Type I error rate of the experiment.    
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Table 18  Results of univariate analysis to compare difference in distracting effect of 










95% CL for 
Mean t-value P-value 
*MTHROT_23 -3.70 -5.03 -2.38 -5.60 <0.0001 
*MBRAKE_23 -0.67 -1.24 -0.10 -2.36 0.0213 
MHEADN_23 12.98 -5.42 31.39 1.41 0.1637 
*MHDWYD_23 -506.13 -874.11 -138.15 -2.75 0.0078 
*MLNOFF_23 0.05 0.01 0.09 2.56 0.0128 
*MSPEED_23 -3.56 -5.79 -1.33 -3.19 0.0022 
SLONAC_23 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.11 0.9091 
*STHROT_23 -3.46 -4.83 -2.09 -5.04 <0.0001 
*SBRAKE_23 -1.69 -2.47 -0.91 -4.33 <0.0001 
SHEADN_23 -1.01 -17.16 15.12 -0.13 0.9002 
SHDWYD_23 -255.30 -595.74 85.13 -1.50 0.1391 
*SLNOFF_23 -0.02 -0.04 0.00 -2.06 0.0438 
*SSPEED_23 -2.34 -3.17 -1.50 -5.63 <0.0001 
*SLATSP_23 -0.01 -0.03 0.00 -2.19 0.0317 
The p-values from Table 18 show that apart from four variables (MHEADN_23, 
SLONAC_23, HHEADN_23, and SHDWYD_23), the remaining 10 variables showed 
significant differences between the distracting effects of the two activities.  For those 
variables that showed a significant difference, the mean estimates showed negative 
signs, and since the mean estimate was the difference between the distracting effect of 
phone call and texting (X_20 minus X_30), it implies that the texting activity produced a 
greater distracting effect for all the significant variables. 
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CHAPTER 5  DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
5.1 Generalizability and Representativeness Issues 
 One of the most challenging aspect of performing the experiment was the 
recruitment of participants.  For this study, the initial goal was to make the study results 
statistically inferential to the driver population in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.  
In order to make the results generalizable, the target was to recruit across the 
Baton Rouge town.  However, limited resources restricted the methods and tools used to 
increase the study awareness to only DOTD personnel,   LSU community, and personal 
friends without exploring commercial avenues such as local newspaper and broadcasting 
media outlets.  Effort was made to post fliers in public access buildings such as local 
churches and supermarkets but the lack of financial incentives, among other factors (e.g. 
inconvenience, lack of personal contact, unfamiliarity), resulted in only a single participant 
registering who was not affiliated to a DOTD personnel or member of the LSU community.  
The majority of participants were therefore made up of DOTD and LSU community 
members. 
Notwithstanding the generalizability issue, effort was made to recruit a 
representative sample of drivers in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, which was represented by 
the 2013 American Community Survey (ACS) data on commuters in Baton Rouge who 
drove alone in cars, trucks, or vans.  Failure to attract a large pool of participants which 
was exacerbated by the elimination of 10 participants through simulator sickness meant 
the remaining candidates had to be used even though they were not representative of the 
driving population in Baton Rouge.  Table 19 shows a comparison of what was desired 
(ACS driver percentages) and what was achieved by the study.  It shows that very little 
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representation was achieved for the study apart from the age group 25 to 44 years.  
Coupled with the failure to increase generalizability of the participants’ profile, there is a 
danger that inferences extended to the driving population of Baton Rouge may not be 
reliable or accurate.  









Age Group     
16 to 19 years 2% 7% 
20 to 24 years 16% 42% 
25 to 44 years 43% 45% 
45 to 54 years 18% 3% 
55 years and over 21% 3% 
Gender    
Male 50% 73% 
Female 50% 27% 
 
In order to correct for the bias in the sample, it is necessary to apply a multiplication 
factor to correct for bias. Two criteria were chosen to adjust sample values to match those 
in the population: age group and gender. An appropriate method to identify the 
multiplication factor is the method of iterative proportional fitting (Deming & Stephan, 
1940).  The original number of participants were grouped under the two criteria and 
presented as shown in Table 20.  Note that for age groups 45-54, and 55 and over, it was 
necessary to collapse the male and female into a single category as there were no 
females in the sample for the former group and no males in the sample for the latter group.  
Collapsing into a single category allows a multiplication factor to be obtained.  Through 
the iterative proportional fitting process, the final adjusted percentages of the participants 
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from the study is as shown in Table 21, with the final single multiplication factors shown 
in Table 22.  It can be seen that the error rates achieved for all age groups and for the 
gender criteria are approximately 0%, implying that the final single multiplication factors 
will ensure that the data can now be used to represent the driving population of Baton 
Rouge.  Table 23 shows how the single multiplication factors (weight) were applied to 
each participant. 
Table 20  Original number of participants grouped under gender and age group 
  Age Group (yrs) 
  16 - 19 20 - 24 25 - 44 45 - 54 55 and over 
Gender 
M 1 22 24 2 
 
2 
 F 4 6 6 
 












Age Group      
16 to 19 years 2% 2% 0 
20 to 24 years 16% 16% 0 
25 to 44 years 42% 43% 0 
45 to 54 years 18% 18% 0 
55 years and over 21% 21% 0 
Gender     
Male 50% 50% 0 
Female 50% 50% 0 
 
Table 22  Final single multiplication factors 
  Age Group (yrs) 
  16 - 19  20 - 24 25 - 44 45 - 54 55 and over 
Gender 
M 0.1420 0.3844 0.9856 9.0000 
 
10.5000 
 F 0.4645 1.2574 3.2243 
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Table 23  Individual single multiplication factors for sample 
Participant Age Gender Weight Participant Age Gender Weight 
1 23 m 0.3844 35 37 m 0.9856 
2 25 m 0.9856 36 25 f 3.2243 
3 22 m 0.3844 37 27 m 0.9856 
4 30 f 3.2243 38 26 m 0.9856 
5 20 m 0.3844 39 30 m 0.9856 
6 27 m 0.9856 40 45 m 9.0000 
7 22 f 1.2574 41 21 m 0.3844 
8 29 m 0.9856 42 22 m 0.3844 
9 29 m 0.9856 43 38 m 0.9856 
10 27 m 0.9856 44 27 m 0.9856 
11 21 m 0.3844 45 21 m 0.3844 
12 65 f 10.5000 46 19 f 0.4645 
13 20 m 0.3844 47 32 f 3.2243 
14 20 m 0.3844 48 27 f 3.2243 
15 19 m 0.1420 49 56 f 10.5000 
16 31 f 3.2243 50 34 m 0.9856 
17 20 m 0.3844 51 23 m 0.3844 
18 22 m 0.3844 52 21 m 0.3844 
19 22 f 1.2574 53 21 f 1.2574 
20 22 m 0.3844 54 26 m 0.9856 
21 19 f 0.4645 55 21 m 0.3844 
22 27 m 0.9856 56 19 f 0.4645 
23 25 m 0.9856 57 21 m 0.3844 
24 22 m 0.3844 58 22 f 1.2574 
25 30 m 0.9856 59 20 f 1.2574 
26 34 m 0.9856 60 31 f 3.2243 
27 27 m 0.9856 61 22 f 1.2574 
28 32 m 0.9856 62 20 m 0.3844 
29 34 m 0.9856 63 22 m 0.3844 
30 41 m 0.9856 64 20 m 0.3844 
31 32 m 0.9856 65 21 m 0.3844 
32 45 m 9.0000 66 21 m 0.3844 
33 25 m 0.9856 67 19 f 0.4645 
34 28 m 0.9856     
 
For each participant, the corresponding weight was applied to the single point 
estimate obtained for X_20, X_30, and X_23 and the entire statistical procedure repeated 
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i.e. multivariate gate-keeper tests followed by univariate t-tests.  The results obtained for 
the representative sample are presented below. 
5.1.1 Testing for Distracting Effect of Both Tasks for Representative Sample 
In this case, the test is similar to that performed at Section 4.3.1 but for a 
representative sample.  The multivariate gate-keeper test for checking the null hypothesis 
that no difference exists in the mean population difference between driving while engaged 
in either a phone call activity or texting activity versus driving under normal conditions 
yielded a significant result [F (28, 39) = 2.42, p = 0.0056].  This result was similar to the 
significant result obtained for the non-representative sample. 
5.1.2 Testing for Distracting Effect of Phone Call for Representative Sample 
 For this case, the test is similar to that performed at Section 4.3.2 but for a 
representative sample.  The multivariate gate-keeper test for checking the null hypothesis 
that no difference exists in the mean population difference between driving while engaged 
in a phone call activity versus driving under normal conditions yielded a non-significant 
result [F (14, 53) = 1.80, p = 0.0627].  This result contradicted the significant result 
obtained for the non-representative sample and this shows the importance of using a 
representative sample.  Because the multivariate test failed to reject the null hypothesis, 
there is no need to undertake univariate tests and it can be concluded that the phone call 
activity did not affect the driving behavior or performance of drivers. 
5.1.3 Testing for Distracting Effect of Texting for Representative Sample 
For this case, the test is similar to that performed at Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 but 
for a representative sample.  The multivariate gate-keeper test for checking the null 
hypothesis that no difference exists in the mean population difference between driving 
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while engaged in a texting activity versus driving under normal conditions yielded a 
significant result [F (14, 53) = 3.12, p = 0.0014].  This result was similar to the significant 
result obtained for the non-representative sample.  However, a univariate t-test analysis 
for the representative data yielded quite different results to that obtained for the non-
representative data in that, MBRAKE and SBRAKE were no longer significant, but 
MHEADN, MSPEED and SLONAC became significant.  Again, this shows the importance 
of using a representative data as the conclusions are now different from that obtained 
with the non-representative data.  The results of the t-test have been presented in Table 
24, with the significant variables denoted with asterisk. 
Table 24  Results of univariate analysis to determine the distracting effect of 




Estimate t-value P-value 
*MTHROT_30 2.04 4.00 0.0002 
MBRAKE_30 0.32 0.93 0.3551 
MHEADN_30 12.91 0.96 0.3400 
*MHDWYD_30 1195.92 3.02 0.0036 
*MLNOFF_30 -0.07 -2.24 0.0286 
*MSPEED_30 2.38 2.19 0.0318 
*SLONAC_30 0.00 2.80 0.0067 
*STHROT_30 3.58 2.97 0.0041 
SBRAKE_30 0.90 1.67 0.0990 
SHEADN_30 -6.98 -0.44 0.6605 
*SHDWYD_30 777.29 2.22 0.0297 
SLNOFF_30 0.02 1.71 0.0914 
*SSPEED_30 1.74 2.22 0.0302 
*SLATSP_30 0.02 3.23 0.0019 
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5.1.4 Comparing Distracting Effect of Phone Call to Texting for Representative 
Sample 
For this case, the test is similar to that performed at Section 4.3.6 but for a 
representative sample.  The multivariate gate-keeper test for checking the null hypothesis 
that no difference exists in the mean population difference between the distracting effects 
of the phone call and texting activities yielded a significant result [F (14, 53) = 1.98, p = 
0.0381].  Again, this result was similar to the significant result obtained for the non-
representative sample.  However, a univariate t-test analysis for the representative data 
yielded fewer significant or ‘promising’ variables than that obtained in the non-
representative data.  The results of the t-test have been presented in Table 25, with the 
significant variables denoted with asterisk.  It can be seen that for those significant 
variables, the mean estimates all carried a negative sign, confirming once again that the 
distracting effect of the texting activity was greater than that of the phone call activity. 
Table 25  Results of univariate analysis to compare difference in distracting effect of 







*MTHROT_23 -3.98 -3.60 0.0006 
MBRAKE_23 -0.65 -1.39 0.1682 
MHEADN_23 19.77 0.81 0.4207 
MHDWYD_23 -832.78 -1.83 0.0721 
MLNOFF_23 0.10 1.92 0.0593 
*MSPEED_23 -5.44 -2.84 0.0061 
SLONAC_23 0.00 1.32 0.1898 
*STHROT_23 -5.50 -2.93 0.0471 
*SBRAKE_23 -1.65 -2.02 0.0477 
SHEADN_23 -8.35 -0.39 0.7014 
SHDWYD_23 -375.58 -0.92 0.3614 
SLNOFF_23 -0.01 -0.79 0.4328 
*SSPEED_23 -3.65 -2.98 0.0040 
SLATSP_23 0.00 0.21 0.8351 
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It has been seen from all the analyses that quite different results were obtained for 
both the representative and non-representative data.  Expansion of data is most useful 
when the sample is used to estimate population characteristics in terms of numbers, as 
in this case.  In hindsight, the data expansion should have been undertaken before the 
actual statistical analyses as results obtained for the representative case will be more 
statistically inferential when applied to the driver population of Baton Rouge. 
5.2 Design Issues 
 The inability to recruit the intended number of participants also affected the final 
design and analysis of the experiment.  Initially, several experimental designs were 
developed including checking for effect of age, effect of driving environment, effect of 
weather conditions, effect of gender, and effect of the time of day.  To partition the 67 
participants to enable each factor to be analyzed would have resulted in inadequate 
sample sizes for the purpose of making statistical inferences.  For this reason, the final 
design considered the combined effect of all these factors.  That way, all 67 participants 
were used. 
 Another issue that affected the choice of statistical analysis was the number of 
scenarios driven by each participant.  Initially, participants were driving two scenarios 
each according to the randomization schedule.  However, after about the tenth 
participant, it became obvious that two scenarios per participant was too tasking and 
demanding of them, and so the design defaulted to only a single scenario drive per 
participant.  Therefore, all the second scenario drives were discarded.  The data for the 
second scenario drives could have well provided richer information if the statistical 
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analysis performed was done in such a way as to account for the correlated data per 
participant. 
 Furthermore, the pilot study had found the paired Hoteling’s 𝑇2 an appropriate 
statistical method to be used for the multivariate analysis of the data.  Because the pilot 
study had used very few participants, there had been no problems with the homogeneity 
of the covariance matrices of the different groups.  However, for this study with the sample 
size of 67, and initial 4 groups (control, phone call, passenger conversation, and texting), 
it was not possible to achieve the homogeneity of covariance matrices requirement for 
the Hoteling’s 𝑇2 to be used.  With more than 2 groups to consider too, and using the 
same participants in all groups, it became obvious that the group independence 
requirement for multivariate analysis could not be met.  These issues led to the dropping 
of one group (passenger conversation), and the restructuring of the data (stacking the 
difference of texting and control data onto the difference of phone call and control data) 
to enable the whole data to be considered as one group.  Doing so meant there were no 
more issues with the covariance matrix as only one group was being considered, and 
there were no group independence issues.  MANOVA then became the most appropriate 
statistical method to be used as that also accounted for the correlation in data for using 
same participants in the phone call and texting tasks. 
 Lastly, part of the initial aspirations of this study was to develop a distraction index 
and the ability to detect the type of distracting activity (e.g. phone call, texting, etc.) from 
the data analysis.  It was however not possible to undertake these analyses because of 
the limited sample size which further led to only two distracting activities being analyzed.  
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The methodology for undertaking such analyses have been provided in the conclusion 
section as further work to be undertaken. 
5.3 Benefits of a Multivariate Gate-Keeper Test 
 The major benefit of undertaking a multivariate gate-keeper test is to manage the 
Type I error risk, also known as a ‘false positive’, i.e. rejecting the null hypothesis even 
though it is true.  In distracted driving studies, Type I error will therefore be when 
researchers incorrectly conclude that there is a distracting effect from an activity based 
on their statistical analysis.  This problem is not an issue for only distracted driving studies 
but also for any study that collects data for multiple variables.  The results from this study 
showed significant findings at the multivariate level for all activities before reporting 
univariate results, so even though there were multiple comparisons at the univariate level 
without a Bonferroni’s adjustment, there is assurance that the Type I error rate has been 
controlled.  As was seen from Table 4, most studies only report univariate tests with no 
multivariate gate-keeper tests.  Some researchers argue that these relaxed approaches 
to control for Type I error are compensated for with multiple comparisons between levels 
of an independent variable but this may be sound only when done with an adjustment 
such as the Bonferroni’s.  Others argue that given the effort involved in data collection 
and the fact that most researchers report their statistical methods, readers will understand 
the implications of inflated Type 1 error rate from univariate tests.  However, while readers 
who understand statistics may know this, the rest will not and such knowledge does not 
do anything to reduce the Type I error rate.  Since simulators provide data on so many 
performance variables anyway, there will be no considerable effort required to collect 
additional data from what may have been used in the univariate tests. 
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 Inflated Type 1 error rates become increasing problematic as the number of 
performance variables increases, with slightly higher error rates occurring when the 
variables are not exclusively independent.  Table 26 shows the Type 1 error rates that 
will be obtained if multiple separate univariate analysis are performed in analysis involving 
the respective number of variables at a 5% level of significance.   
Table 26  Experiment-wise Type I error rates for varying number of variables 
# of 
Variables Independent Dependent 
1 0.05 0.05 
2 0.10 0.10 
3 0.14 0.15 
4 0.19 0.20 
5 0.23 0.25 
6 0.26 0.30 
7 0.30 0.35 
8 0.34 0.40 
9 0.37 0.45 
10 0.40 0.50 
11 0.43 0.55 
12 0.46 0.60 
13 0.49 0.65 
14 0.51 0.70 
 
For dependent variables, the error rate is equivalent to directly multiplying the level 
of significance by the number of variables.  For independent variables, the error rate is 
achieved by the equation below: 
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝐼 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 1 − (1 − 𝛼)𝑛       (23) 
where 𝛼 is the level of significance in decimals, and 𝑛 is the number of independent 
variables being analyzed.  It can be seen from Table 26 that in this case that 14 dependent 
variables were analyzed separately for the texting and phone call activities, the 
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experiment-wise Type I error rate could be as high as 70% rather than the desired 5%.  
This is because the chances of finding a distracting effect, even when there is none, 
increases as the number of separate analysis increases.  The possibility of therefore 
making erroneous conclusions based on univariate analysis is therefore highly escalated.  
On the other hand, because all 14 variables are tested simultaneously during a 
multivariate gate-keeper test, all hidden interaction effects among the variables could be 
detected and quantified, and therefore increases the statistical power of the test.  This 
means, if there is truly a distracting effect, a multivariate gate-keeper test is more likely to 
detect it.  In essence, a multivariate gate-keeper test could find a distracting effect where 
a univariate test would fail to find an effect if there are no effects on the marginal 
distribution of separate variables but there are effects on their joint distributions.  In such 
cases, effects will be ‘hidden’ among the interactions of the variables and can only be 
identified through a method like that gate-keeper test that simultaneously tests for unique 
and joint interactions among all variables in a single test.  
 It is however worth mentioning that the control of Type I error rate carries the risk 
of inflating the Type II error rate, also known as a ‘false negative’, i.e. failing to reject the 
null hypothesis when the alternative hypothesis is true.  For distracted driving studies, this 
will be equivalent to concluding that an activity had no distracting effect when in fact, it 
has a distracting effect.  Figure 28 illustrates the two types of error under the null and 
alternative hypothesis distributions.  It can be seen that these errors are part of the 
hypothesis testing process and cannot be completely eliminated as one of the two 
distributions, null or alternative, must be followed.  However, one type of the error can be 
minimized at the expense of the other.  However, under the current climate of publishers 
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interested in papers with significant findings, it is intuitive that researchers will place 
greater control on Type II error rates at the risk of inflating Type I error rates, since 
minimized Type II error rates will result in making more significant findings than minimized 
Type I error rates.     
 
Figure 28  Type I and Type II errors. 
 
 A Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons has been proven by many 
studies to result in a true alpha of significantly less than the overall alpha limit especially 
in instances where there are correlations between the tests.  This therefore raises the 
rate of false negatives or Type II error rates, and is therefore seen to be too conservative.  
There are now less conservative techniques for multiple comparisons such that the 
overall rate of false positives or Type I error rates can be maintained at a desired level 
without inflating the rate of false negatives or Type II error rates unnecessarily.  One of 
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such techniques is the False Discovery Rate, defined as the expected proportion of false 
positives among all significant tests to be controlled.     
5.4. Choice of Performance Variables 
One of the objectives of this study was to develop a statistically sound method for 
selecting variables from the many generated by a simulator study as it was found that 
past researchers did not provide any justification for their choice of variables.  While it is 
not suggested that all data generated by a simulator is useful, it is important that where 
several performance variables can be used as surrogate measures for a driving behavior 
or performance measure, the researcher provides justification for a choice of variable.  
Table 3 shows that several variables can be used to represent a single behavior so for 
univariate studies where no justification has been provided for the choice of variable, it is 
unclear whether researchers chose the “right” variables to give significance, or were just 
actually lucky to have chosen variables that showed significance.   
For this study, all variables that had been used by previous researchers, could be 
collected by the simulator data collection system, and could be used to answer the 
research questions were explored.  It is true that this process itself could be subjective 
and different researchers may choose different variables even when the same research 
questions are being addressed.  However, it is important that researchers who undertake 
only univariate tests provide basis for selection of their variables.  For instance, in 
considering the phone call activity only,  
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Table 13 suggests that for a researcher undertaking only univariate studies, a 
choice of   specific variables would result in different research conclusions.  Likewise, for 
the texting activity, Table 15 shows the same problem.  While it is not suggested that 
researchers may willfully choose their variables, the unfortunate situation of publishers 
only interested in papers with significant results suggest that univariate tests may not be 
entirely transparent and accurate.  Even where a Bonferroni correction has been applied, 
the question remains as to whether all relevant variables were included in the initial 
assessment.  
For the representative sample, it can be seen that because the phone call activity 
had no distracting effect, no promising variables were identified.  If still required, a 
univariate analysis would have produced variables which were most capable of detecting 
differences in driving behavior or performance between the phone call activity and control 
drive, but this would be a redundant exercise as the multivariate gate-keeper test already 
proved that there are similar driver behavior or performance for the two drives.  However, 
for the texting task, and the comparative analysis to determine whether texting or phone 
call had the greater distracting effect, the variables that were significant can be used as 
the promising variables and these have been presented in Table 27.  The first column 
shows the promising variables that are most capable in detecting differences in driving 
behavior or performance between the texting activity and control drive, and the second 
column shows that comparing the phone call and texting activities. Because these 
variables came out significant from considering all the other variables, it can be concluded 
that in this case, these variables are the most capable in detecting differences between 
the respective activities and the control drives.  The method in choosing these variables 
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is based on statistical procedures, and therefore offers a scientific basis that is 
transparent, and free from influence from the researcher. 
Table 27 Promising variables for phone call and texting activities 
Texting vs. 
Control 
Phone call vs. 
Texting Description 
MTHROT MTHROT Mean estimate of throttle (rad) 
MSPEED MSPEED Mean estimate of velocity (m/s) 
STHROT STHROT Standard deviation estimate of throttle (rad) 
SSPEED SSPEED Standard deviation estimate of velocity (m/s) 
SLATSP - Standard deviation estimate of lateral velocity (m/s) 
SHDWYD - Standard deviation estimate of headway distance (mm) 
SLONAC - Standard deviation estimate of acceleration (m/s/s) 
MHDWYD - Mean estimate of headway distance (mm) 
MLNOFF - Mean estimate of lane offset (m) 
- SBRAKE Standard deviation estimate of brake pedal force (N) 
 
It can also be seen that some variables like MTHROT, MSPEED, STHROT, and 
SSPEED, were significant in both cases.  While this finding could mean that such 
variables are highly capable of detecting difference in driving behavior or performance 
due to distracted driving, further validation from other tests is necessary to arrive at such 
conclusion.  It is also interesting to note that fewer promising variables were found to 
account for the differences between the phone call and texting activities.  The results 
suggest that even though the phone call task did not produce any significant distracting 
effect, more variables showed a significant difference in the driving behavior or 
performance when contrasted with the texting task, than when the control task was 
contrasted with the texting task.  The driving behavior or performance when texting, was 
therefore more similar to that when undertaking the phone call activity than for the control 
drive. 
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CHAPTER 6  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Conclusions 
The problem of distracted driving will continue to remain an issue due to the 
advances in technology of wireless devices and vehicle dashboard instrumentation.  
Nonetheless, driving simulators will continue to provide an inexpensive alternative to 
using instrumented car for distracted driving related experiments in terms of experimental 
control, safety implications and data collection.  However, the vast amount of data 
collected during driving simulator experiments means several performance variables may 
be used to quantify a single distracting effect, resulting in a multivariate dataset.   
A literature review of 54 related studies showed that researchers preferred to use 
multiple univariate tests and did not account for the effect of the multivariate structure of 
the dataset when using multiple performance variables to quantify a single effect.  The 
literature review also found that most researchers used performance variables as 
surrogate measures of driver performance without providing the basis for selection of 
these variables.  The literature demonstrated that based on the choice of variables, 
exacerbated with the traditional univariate method of statistical analysis, different 
conclusions may be reached and researchers could erroneously conclude that certain 
activities had significant distracting effect on driver performance. 
This study proposed a multivariate statistical approach to be used to perform a 
gate-keeper test when several variables are used as surrogate measures for driver 
performance or behavior, similar data obtained with driving simulator experiments on 
distracted driving.  While the use of multivariate statistics for data analysis is not new, it 
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is uncommon in the field of human factors and driving behavior even though the 
multivariate data generated in this field of study warrants its use.  In this study, a set of 
14 commonly used variables were selected as surrogate measures of driving 
performance or behavior for 67 participants.  Multivariate analysis was undertaken to 
investigate the distracting effects of common in-vehicle tasks, phone call activity and 
texting activity, when compared to a control drive where participants performed no 
activity.   
The results obtained for a non-representative sample as well as for a 
representative sample of the population suggest that a multivariate gate-keeper test is 
able to effectively control the Type I error rate of the experiment.  For this study where 14 
variables, with some degree of correlation, were used, performing the traditional 
univariate statistical analysis will require undertaking 14 multiple separate univariate tests 
which would have inflated a 5% level of significance to an experiment-wise 70% level of 
significance.  This translates to researchers risking 70% of the time in making erroneous 
conclusions that an activity had a significant distracting effect when they are only reporting 
a 5% level of risk.  Some researchers will use a Bonferroni adjustment, and in this case 
a correction factor of 0038.014/05.0   will be used if 14 different univariate tests were 
to be performed and the overall experiment-wise alpha level of 0.05 significance level 
was to be maintained.  It is obvious that such an adjusted level of significance would be 
too conservative and in fact, none of the univariate tests performed for this study would 
have shown any significant findings.  A multivariate gate-keeper test therefore seems 
ideal in controlling the Type I error rate, while subsequent univariate tests can be 
performed at an unadjusted level of significance when a significant result is obtained for 
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the multivariate test.  In this study, the multivariate gate-keeper test for the phone call 
activity of the representative sample resulted in non-significance, concluding that the 
phone call activity did not produce any significant distracting effect in the population.  Even 
though not shown, undertaking separate univariate tests would have resulted in 
significant results for MTHROT (p = 0.0436), MSPEED (p = 0.0474), SLONAC (p = 
0.0395), and SSPEED (p = 0.0133).  Any researcher who had therefore chosen any of 
these four variables as surrogate measures for driver performance or behavior, and had 
performed univariate tests would have concluded that the phone call activity had a 
significant distracting effect, when in fact it did not.  Since the driving performance or 
behavior of any participant may be manifested in a number of variables and not only in a 
single variable, it is intuitive to simultaneously analyze all relevant variables in one test 
rather than perform univariate tests on single variables.  The multivariate gate-keeper test 
achieves this purpose.         
Besides controlling for the Type 1 error rate, the multivariate gate-keeper test has 
more statistical power than the univariate tests because the former simultaneously 
investigates all interactions between the variables in addition to the effects produced 
marginally by each variable.  Therefore any degree of statistical overlap is accounted for 
in the multivariate procedure, making findings more accurate than that for the multiple 
univariate tests.  For instance in the texting activity, the marginal effects on five variables 
(MHEADN, SHEADN, MBRAKE, SBRAKE, and SLNOFF) were not found to be 
significant.  However, for the multivariate analysis, their joint distribution with other 
variables could have contributed to the overall distracting effect because any degree of 
statistical overlap is accounted for. 
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Another objective for this study was to be able to statistically determine the set of 
variables that were most capable in detecting the differences in driving behavior or 
performance for distracted drivers.  The multivariate gate-keeper test initially determined 
whether differences in driving performance or behavior existed between any drives, 
following which a univariate test was able to identify the set of promising variables if the 
initial test was significant.  This method was used to identify the set of promising variables 
shown in Table 27.  However, these set of variables could change for any given 
experimental condition, thus it is recommended that similar procedure be followed to 
identify any such promising variables.  
Whilst it was not an objective of this study, achieving population 
representativeness from the sample data through weighting of the sample data was 
undertaken as a necessary step in the data analysis, albeit, at a later stage of the study.  
Results obtained for the non-representative sample were quite different from that of the 
representative data, showing that again, different conclusions may be reached if the 
sample data is not corrected for representativeness. 
6.2  Future Work 
6.2.1 Detection of Treatment Type from Data Analysis 
For this research, the only treatment activities that were finally analyzed were the 
phone call and texting drives due to the limited sample size.   A much larger sample size 
will ensure that more activities are explored as they can be spread out among the 
participants so similar level of demand is placed on the participants.  To be able to 
investigate the treatment type from the data, a better fit can be achieved from data on 
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several treatment activities rather than just two as in this study.  Future researchers can 
explore collecting data on the six common distracting tasks often engaged in while driving, 
namely; operating the radio, operating a navigation device, accessing and calling a name 
from a phonebook stored contact using a cell phone, having a cell phone conversation, 
texting from a cell phone, and engaging in spontaneous conversation with a front seat 
passenger.   
The resulting data of point estimates obtained for the experiment can be denoted 
𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑗 and expressed as estimate for the 𝑖th participant (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛) during the 𝑎th 
treatment activity (𝑎 = 𝐴, 𝐵, . . . , 𝐺) for the 𝑗th ‘promising’ performance variable (𝑗 =
1, 2, . . . , 𝑝).  Promising performance variables for each treatment activity can be found 
through the procedure described in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.5 of this report.  
If  𝑌𝑎𝑖𝑗 represents the difference between 𝑋𝑎𝑖𝑗 during the treatment activity (𝑎 =
𝐴, 𝐵, . . . , 𝐹) and 𝑋𝐺𝑖𝑗 during the control phase, referred to as ‘distracting activity’, then 
canonical discriminant analysis can be used to find combinations of 𝑌𝑎𝑖𝑗 that best 
differentiate the distracting activities, so these combinations can be used to predict a 
distracting activity when given a new set of data with unknown source of distraction type. 
The data, 𝑌𝑎𝑖𝑗, computed for all participants for all the treatment activities can be 
combined and split into two groups: A, and B.  Canonical discriminant analysis can be 
used to calibrate Group A data to find and interpret linear combinations of 𝑌𝑎𝑖𝑗,  known as 
canonical discriminant functions.  With 𝑝 promising performance variables and 𝑛 
distracting activities, there will be min [𝑝 − 1, 𝑛 − 1] canonical discriminant functions that 
optimally predict the differences in distracting activities by maximizing the distances 
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among the centroids of the various treatments.  Using canonical discriminant analysis will 
reveal which driving performance variable is most influenced by which treatment type.  
Group B data can then be used to validate the canonical discriminant functions, through 
quadratic discriminant analysis, so a realistic error rate of prediction can be obtained.   
6.2.2 Preliminary Distraction Index 
The relative distracting effect of each of the six treatments can be computed and shown 
graphically on a scale so it will be easy to visually compare among them.  The mean point 
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for 𝑎 = 𝐴, 𝐵, . . . , 𝐹 representing each of the treatment type, i.e. operating the radio, 
operating a navigation device, accessing and calling a name from a phonebook stored 
contact using a cell phone, having a cell phone conversation, texting from a cell phone, 
and engaging in spontaneous conversation with a front seat passenger respectively.   
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where [1, . . ., p] represents each of the promising performance variables. 
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The relative distracting effect of each of the six treatment types can be calculated as the 
value of the ratio between the mean point estimates of the particular treatment type to 




 ;  𝑎 = 𝐴, 𝐵, . . . , 𝐹      (26) 
The preliminary distraction index can further be a graphical display of the resulting six 
′𝑟𝑎′s on a scale. 
6.2.3 Meta-Analysis of Promising Variables 
This study identified some promising variables that could be best used to account for the 
differences in driving performance or behavior among the texting, phone call and control 
activities.  Since there have been numerous studies undertaken that involved phone call 
and texting activities, it may be interesting to pursue p-values obtained for these 
promising variables from other studies to ascertain how well they were able to detect 
differences.  Where researchers did not use similar variables but are able to share data, 
p-values for these variables can still be computed.  A meta-analysis will produce the “best” 
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APPENDIX G (TEXT MESSAGE TRANSCRIPT) 
Number of text 
messages 
Text messages used for the entire experiment 
4 
Hi! What's your full name? 
What is your major at LSU? 
What is your number one vacation destination? 
Thank you so much for participating. Very much 




APPENDIX H (SAS CODES) 
To check for overall effect of [Phonecall - Control] + [Texting – Control] – univariate and 
multivariate analysis with means and confidence intervals 
proc glm data = set1 outstat=HEstats; 
model  
MTHROT_20 MBRAKE_20 MHEADN_20 MHDWYD_20 MLNOFF_20 MSPEED_20 
SLONAC_20 STHROT_20 SBRAKE_20 SHEADN_20 SHDWYD_20 SLNOFF_20 
SSPEED_20 SLATSP_20 MTHROT_30 MBRAKE_30 MHEADN_30 MHDWYD_30 
MLNOFF_30 MSPEED_30 SLONAC_30 STHROT_30 SBRAKE_30 SHEADN_30 
SHDWYD_30 SLNOFF_30 SSPEED_30 SLATSP_30 = / alpha=0.05 clm; 
manova H = _ALL_; 
run; 
***********************************************************; 
To check for effect of [Phonecall-Control] – univariate and multivariate analysis with 
means and confidence intervals 
proc glm data = set1 outstat=HEstats; 
model  
MTHROT_20 MBRAKE_20 MHEADN_20 MHDWYD_20 MLNOFF_20 MSPEED_20 
SLONAC_20 STHROT_20 SBRAKE_20 SHEADN_20 SHDWYD_20 SLNOFF_20 
SSPEED_20 SLATSP_20 = / alpha=0.05 clm; 
manova H = _ALL_; 
run; 
***********************************************************; 
To check for effect of [Texting – Control] – univariate and multivariate analysis with means 
and confidence intervals 
proc glm data = set1 outstat=HEstats; 
model  
MTHROT_30 MBRAKE_30 MHEADN_30 MHDWYD_30 MLNOFF_30 MSPEED_30 
SLONAC_30 STHROT_30 SBRAKE_30 SHEADN_30 SHDWYD_30 SLNOFF_30 
SSPEED_30 SLATSP_30 = / alpha=0.05 clm; 




To check whether effect of [Phonecall - Control] = effect of [Texting – Control] – univariate 
+ multivariate analysis with means and confidence intervals 
proc glm data = set2 outstat=HEstats; 
model  
MTHROT_23 MBRAKE_23 MHEADN_23 MHDWYD_23 MLNOFF_23 MSPEED_23 
SLONAC_23 STHROT_23 SBRAKE_23 SHEADN_23 SHDWYD_23 SLNOFF_23 
SSPEED_23 SLATSP_23= / alpha=0.05 clm; 




To check for overall participant effect 
proc glm data = set1 outstat=HEstats; 
model  
MTHROT_20 MBRAKE_20 MHEADN_20 MHDWYD_20 MLNOFF_20 MSPEED_20 
SLONAC_20 STHROT_20 SBRAKE_20 SHEADN_20 SHDWYD_20 SLNOFF_20 
SSPEED_20 SLATSP_20 MTHROT_30 MBRAKE_30 MHEADN_30 MHDWYD_30 
MLNOFF_30 MSPEED_30 SLONAC_30 STHROT_30 SBRAKE_30 SHEADN_30 
SHDWYD_30 SLNOFF_30 SSPEED_30 SLATSP_30 = Participant / nouni; 




To check for multivariate normality 
title “Multivariate Tests for normality”; 
         %inc "C:\Users\jcodjo1\Desktop\multnorm.sas"; 
         %multnorm(data=Set1, var= MTHROT_20 MBRAKE_20 MHEADN_20
 MHDWYD_20 MLNOFF_20 MSPEED_20 SLONAC_20 STHROT_20 SBRAKE_20
 SHEADN_20 SHDWYD_20 SLNOFF_20 SSPEED_20 SLATSP_20 MTHROT_30
 MBRAKE_30 MHEADN_30 MHDWYD_30 MLNOFF_30 MSPEED_30 SLONAC_30
 STHROT_30 SBRAKE_30 SHEADN_30 SHDWYD_30 SLNOFF_30 SSPEED_30
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